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INTRODUCTION
1.- Use of this methodological guide for the
adaptation of the Diversity Care Plan in the
schools with students with Albinism and / or
low vision in Primary Education.
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This guide aims to respond to the need of the
educational community to have truthful and objective
information, based on research and experience on the
genetic condition of albinism, consequences and
repercussions that can have and how they can affect the
access to the study program of students with this condition,
in its Primary Education stage. It includes contributions for
the elaboration of the Diversity Care Plan of the educative
centers that will help that the inclusion of the students with
albinism and / or visual deficiency is, step by step, to reality.
The integration of students with the genetic condition of
Albinism and / or visual impairment in Primary Education
classrooms should lead to full inclusion, in equity, with
the rest of their classmates through adaptations that
affect the whole class in its whole, and not only the students
with this need, and that should be included in the Center's
Diversity Care Plan.
This Guide aims to serve as guidance in the
preparation of the Diversity Care Plan of educational
centers in which students with the genetic condition of
albinism and / or visual disability are enrolled.
The proposals included in the Diversity Care Plan must
be applied continuously and progressively, so that the
development of the more general measures favors attention
to the diversity of the students as a whole and, therefore,
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decreases the number of students that require the adoption
of specific measures.
The Guide is structured in three parts: The first
one tries to make a brief introduction of what is the genetic
condition of albinism, its origin, anatomical and functional
consequences in the people who have it. In the second part
we go in depth into the educational legal framework, its
evolution to the one currently proposed, in which Inclusive
Education is the goal. This second part is oriented to the
general adaptation of the educational centers, being able to
be useful for the elaboration of the Diversity Care Plan. In
the third part we propose more concrete aspects that we
think can be useful in the classrooms with Primary Education
students (between 5 and 12 years old).
The Guide will be published through the website of
ALBA: Association of help to people with albinism,
being able to access it by requesting it through any of the
collaborating entities and participants in its development.
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2.- Erasmus plus program
Erasmus + is the European Union's program to support
education, training, youth and sport in Europe.
It covers a period of six years (2014-2020) and seeks to
boost job prospects and personal development, in addition to
helping education, training and youth systems to promote
teaching and learning that equip people with the skills needed
for the labor market in the current and future society.
The Erasmus + program aims to contribute to the
Europe 2020 strategy for growth, jobs, social equity and
inclusion, in compliance with the strategic framework for
European cooperation in the field of education and training
("European Strategy 2020", ET2020).
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In this framework, the Erasmus + program has allowed
the possibility of sharing and exchanging experiences,
among European countries, related to the
educational attention of students with albinism and /
or with visual impairment, always from an inclusive
model. The result is made visible through this Guide for the
formation of the educational environment for the education
of students with the genetic condition of albinism and / or
visual deficiencies in the Diversity Care Plan.
This guide is the result of the project "TOGETHER WE
CAN OVERCOME BARRIERS: Strategy for the equity
inclusion of young people with albinism at the center and in
the classroom", carried out by ALBA Association from
SPAIN, Danish Association of Albinism (DFFA) from
DENMARK, Norwegian Association of Albinism (NFFA) from
NORWAY and Albinit from ITALY.
The main objective of this project was the
development of innovation through the elaboration of
high quality intellectual products for students with
disabilities linked to visual impairment and / or
albinism in the Primary Education stage, in line with the
priorities of the Erasmus + program and the Declaration on
the promotion of citizenship and the common values of
freedom, tolerance and non-discrimination through
education, of March 17, 2015 ("the Paris Declaration").
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The ERASMUS PLUS program decided to financially
support this aid through the National Agency SEPIE last year
2016. This is the EU program in the fields of education,
training, youth and sport for the period 2014-2020.
Work in the fields of education, training, youth and sport
can be an important aid in addressing socio-economic
changes, the main challenges that Europe will face until the
end of this decade, and to support the implementation of the
European Political Agenda destined to growth, employment,
equity and inclusion.
The program is a very useful tool at European level that
helps to fight the educational inequalities generated as
a result of obstacles and obstacles of students in Educational
Centers with SEN (Special Educational Needs).
The efficiency of education and training systems, and
policies for youth, provide people with the skills required by
the labor market and the economy, while at the same time
allowing them to play an active role in society and achieve
fullness of personal development. Reforms in the fields of
education, training and youth can reinforce the process
towards these goals, based on a shared vision among
policymakers and stakeholders, strong evidence and
cooperation in different areas and levels.
The Erasmus + program is designed to support the
efforts of the participating countries to use the potential of
European human and social talent based on the principle of
14

lifelong learning, linking support for formal, non-formal and
informal learning in the fields of education, training and youth.
On the other hand, the program improves opportunities
for cooperation and mobility with partner countries,
especially in the areas of higher education and youth.
The program supports actions, cooperation and
tools consistent with the objectives of the Europe 2020
Strategy and its emblematic initiatives, such as Youth on the
Move and the Agenda for new skills and jobs.
The program also contributes to achieving the objectives
of the Strategic Framework for Education and Training for
European cooperation in education and training and the
European Youth Strategy, relying on open methods of
coordination.
This investment in knowledge, skills and competences
will benefit people, institutions, organizations and society as a
whole, as it will contribute to growth and guarantee
equality, prosperity and social inclusion in Europe and
beyond.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
The Erasmus + program aims to achieve:
• The objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy, including the
main objective on education;
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• The objectives of the Strategic Framework for European
cooperation in the field of education and training (ET 2020),
with the corresponding benchmarks;
• The sustainable development of partner countries in the
field of higher education;
• The overall objectives of the renewed Framework for
European cooperation in the field of youth (2010-2018);
• The objective of the development of the European
dimension in sport, in particular grassroots sport, in line with
the EU Work Plan for Sport;
• The promotion of European values, in accordance with
Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE E + PROGRAM
• Recognition and validation of competences and
qualifications: One of the common objectives of all these
tools is to ensure a simpler recognition and better
understanding of competences and qualifications within
national borders and through them, in all educational
subsystems and in the labor market, regardless of whether
they have been acquired through academic education and
training or in the context of other learning experiences (such
as work experience, volunteering or Internet learning).
The tools should also be geared towards ensuring that
education, training and youth policies continue to contribute
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to achieving Europe 2020's smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth objectives, as well as to achieving their main
education and employment goals through more successful
integration in the labor market and greater mobility.
• Dissemination and exploitation of the results of the
project: The diffusion and the use of the results constitute
one of the fundamental areas of the life cycle of the Erasmus
+ project. They offer participating organizations the
opportunity to communicate and share the results and
materials they have obtained, which will increase the impact
of their projects, improve their sustainability and highlight the
European added value of Erasmus +.
• Erasmus + open access requirement for teaching
materials: Erasmus + promotes open access to the results
of the projects to support learning, teaching, training and
work in the field of youth. In particular, the beneficiaries of
Erasmus + undertake to make educational resources and
tools produced in the context of projects financed by the
program, such as documents, media, computer programs or
other materials, available to the public free of charge and with
an open license.
The materials should be easily accessible and obtained
without cost or limitations, and the open license should allow
the public to use, reuse, adapt and share the resource. These
materials are called "open educational resources" (OER).
• International dimension: Erasmus + incorporates a
strong international dimension (ie collaboration with partner
17

countries), especially in the fields of higher education and
youth.
• Multilingualism: Multilingualism is one of the
cornerstones of the European project and a clear symbol of
the EU's aspirations to unity in diversity. Foreign languages
play a prominent role among competencies that will help to
better equip people for the labor market and to take full
advantage of the opportunities available. The EU has set the
goal that all citizens have the opportunity to learn at least
two foreign languages from a young age.
• Equity and inclusion: The Erasmus + program aims
to promote equity and inclusion by facilitating access for
participants from disadvantaged backgrounds and having
fewer opportunities than their peers, when the unfavorable
situation limits them or prevents them from participating in
transnational activities for reasons such as disability or
barriers for health reasons
• Protection and safety of the participants: The
protection and safety of participants in Erasmus + projects
are important principles of the program.
All people participating in the Erasmus + program should
have the opportunity to take full advantage of the
opportunities offered in terms of professional development
and learning. This should be guaranteed in a safe environment
that respects and protects the rights of all people.
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FIRST PART
Biological and functional aspects of the genetic
condition of Albinism.
3.- Albinism
4. Basic concepts of anatomy and functioning of the
visual system
5.- Consequences of Albinism in the mechanisms of vision
and its functioning
6.- Visual impairment in Albinism: from blindness to low
vision
7.- Visual functionality
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3.- ALBINISM
From the Latin word "Albus", which means White,
comes the term Albinism and with it, we refer to the
condition resulting from the genetic alteration that results in
a defect in the production and distribution of melanin in our
body. Melanin is a pigment that is found in most of our body
and that, due to its chemical properties, make it a very
efficient photoprotector since it dissipates more than 99.9%
of the radiation absorbed in heat. In humans, melanin is found
in the skin, hair, pigmented epithelium that surrounds the
retina, spinal cord, reticular zone of the adrenal gland, some
areas of the inner ear and other parts of the brain; in people
with the genetic condition of albinism, this concentration is
lower.
Taking the words of Lluís Montoliu from his book “What
is albinism?”, and recently published, there is not one type of
Albinism but many, in which the same symptoms are not
manifested or do so with the same intensity or relevance.
The only shared characteristic is visual impairment, while the
lack of pigment in different parts of the body can appear, or
not, depending on the people and the type of Albinism.
There are two main types of albinism depending on the
affected areas, being:
20

- Oculocutaneous Albinism (OCA) affected the pigment
of the skin, hair and eyes
- Ocular albinism (OA) where the eyes are affected by
this decrease or absence of melanin.
3.1.- Origin of Albinism
People with Albinism are born with this condition: they
do not get or suffer Albinism, so it is important to refer to
Albinism as a genetic condition and not as a disease "that can
be cured".
Albinism is the result of a genetic mutation, being
responsible some genes of a recessive nature, so that
in order to manifest themselves, an anomalous copy of the
responsible gene must be inherited both from the father and
the mother; for it to manifest, the existence of the two
copies of the defective gene becomes necessary.
3.2.- Prevalence of Albinism
Albinism is a genetic condition of a recessive
nature, and since only one of the two copies of each gene of
each parent is inherited, the probability that by chance they
coincide in the same person is small; in a child of both parents
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with the gene, the probability is 25% that is 1 out of 4
occasions.
Therefore, even in the case that both parents are
carriers of some anomalous copy of the gene it is much more
likely (75%, 3 out of 4 occasions) that it is born a son or
daughter without albinism than with the genetic condition;
and even if he is not, he will be twice as likely to have
inherited some anomalous copy from one of his parents than
to have inherited both correct copies of the gene.

Figure 1. Hereditary pattern in albinism
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It is a rare genetic condition: approximately only 1 in
17,000 people have some type of albinism (although some
more recent estimations place this figure at around 1 in
10,000 people).
From these numbers it is deduced that, in Spain, with
approximately 46 million inhabitants (INE), there could be
approximately 3,000 people with some type of albinism, in
Denmark with 5 million (1) there would be 600, in Italy (2),
with their approximately 60 million could be 6,000 people,
and in Norway (3) with 5 million, 500 people.
3.3.- General characteristics of Albinism
Albinism is a genetic condition of a recessive nature that
globally is characterized by a) Alterations in vision
(diminished visual acuity) and b) Absence or
diminution of pigment (melanin) in the skin, eyes or
hair.
Due to the genetic diversity of the entire human
population, there is not a single type of albinism, but two
types with numerous subtypes (4).
As a result, not all people with Albinism manifest
identical symptoms or do so with equal intensity or
relevance. The only characteristic that encompasses the
different types of albinism is a reduced visual acuity, while the
23

lack or reduction of pigment in different parts of the body can
appear or not depending on the people and the type of
albinism.
The types of Albinism that have been identified to date
are the OCA or Oculocutaneous Albinism type and the OA
type or ocular Albinism. Each of these types can present
variations according to the affected gene, giving rise to the
different subtypes identified to date.
OCA type or Oculocutaneous Albinism
They show affectation both in the skin and in the eyes. There
are numerous subtypes, depending on where the genetic
alteration is found, and they are:
1. OCA1. It is the most frequent type of oculocutaneous
albinism in western populations (America and Europe). It
is produced by mutations or alterations in the tyrosinase
gene.
There are two subtypes of OCA1, subtype A and B.
 OCA 1 A corresponds to mutations or alterations of
the tyrosinase gene that practically disable the gene
function and therefore interrupt the production of
pigment.
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 OCA 1 B corresponds to other alterations or
mutations of the tyrosinase gene that do not
completely inactivate the function of the gene, which
allows to synthesize limited amounts of pigment.
2. OCA2. It is the most frequent type of albinism in black
people of African origin
3. OCA3. It is associated with mutations or alterations of
the protein gene related to tyrosinase type 1 (TYRP1),
another of the component enzymes of melanin synthesis.
4. OCA4. Corresponds to mutations or alterations of the
SLC45A2 gene. It seems to be the most frequent type of
albinism in Japan.
5. OCA5. At the date of release of this guide, the gene
involved is unknown. It has been found in a family of
Pakistani origin.
6. OCA6. With involvement with the SLC24A5 gene, it
was observed in families of Chinese origin, but also in
European families.
7. OCA7. Implicated gene C10orf11, was detected in
Danish families, of Faroe Island.
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OCA

OA

Syndromic
Albinism

Figure 2. Types of Albinism
Figure 2. Types of Albinism
Syndromic type:
1. Hernansky-Pudlak syndrome (HPS). They present,
in addition to the characteristics of the oculocutaneous
albinism, circulatory, respiratory and digestive problems,
implying its diagnosis an important seriousness. It is
commonly localized in Puerto Rico but very rare in the
rest of the population
2. Chediak-Higashi syndrome (CHS). They show
symptoms similar to those with HPS, which include very
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serious problems of the immune system, which makes
them very susceptible to infections. It is associated with
mutations in the LYST gene.
OA type or ocular Albinism:
They show affectation in the eyes. The identified
subtypes are:
1. OA. The GPR143 gene is involved
The amount of pigment that can be synthesized and the
age from which this pigment accumulates can vary widely.
Recently, a new type of Albinism, the FHONDA, has
been identified. It has been described for the first time in
2013 in patients of families of Turkish, Indian and Pakistani
origin, and identified in 2014.
Its denomination is the English acronym of the
alterations that it presents: foveal hypoplasia (FH) defects in
the decussation of the optic nerve (ON) and alterations in
the anterior segment (DA), all of it except for the alterations
in the anterior segment present in the genetic condition of
Albinism.
It is associated with mutations in the SLC38A8 gene.
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With respect to the prevalence of the different types
and subtypes of Albinism, it is not identical in all cases, for
example, the oculocutaneous Albinism type 1, OCA1 is the
most frequent, appearing in Spain -as an exampleapproximately in 1 of each 40,000 people; frequency that is
maintained in the rest of the countries. This frequency means
that in Spain there could be around 1200 people with the
OCA1 condition.
Although albinism affects all human races, there are
some types of albinism (e.g., oculocutaneous albinism type 2,
OCA2) that are particularly frequent in black individuals of
African origin. Thus, in black people, approximately 1 in
10,000 have the OCA2 condition, while in the rest of
Caucasian populations the frequency decreases to 1 in 36,000
people (which would mean approximately 1200 people with
the OCA2 condition in our country).
For all the above, “ALBINISM IS CATALOGED AS A PATHOLOGY
OF
LOW
PREVALENCE,
OR
"RARE
DISEASE"
EPIDEMIOLOGICALLY SPEAKING - BECAUSE IT AFFECTS LESS
THAN 1 OF EVERY 2,000 PEOPLE IN THE POPULATION”
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3.4.- Consequences of the genetic condition of Albinism
The direct consequence of the different mutations
related to the condition of Albinism is a total decrease or
absence of the melanic pigment responsible of the
production of melanin; Melanin is distributed throughout
the body giving color and protection to the skin, hair and
eyes. As the body shows difficulty in producing or distributing
it, it produces the most characteristic symptom of the genetic
condition of albinism: hypopigmentation.
Melanin is synthesized after a series of enzymatic
reactions (metabolic pathway) by which the transformation of
said amino acid into melanin occurs by the action of the
tyrosinase enzyme.
People with albinism have this metabolic pathway
interrupted since their tyrosinase enzyme doesn’t show any
activity or very little (so little that it is insufficient) so that
transformation does not occur, and these people will not
have pigmentation. Melanin is used to protect the skin from
the UV rays of the sun and, in the eye, to correctly develop
the retina.
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CONSEQUENCES OF LACK OF MELANINE IN THE
EPIDERMIS
Lack of pigment

Related Lack of protection from
the sun's UV rays
to
Increased susceptibility to
non-melanoma skin
cancers

CONSEQUENCES OF LACK OF MELANINE IN THE
HAIR
Light color, ranging from light blonde to white
CONSEQUENCES OF LACK OF MELANINE IN THE
EYES
 Lack of pigment in iris.
 Foveal hypoplasia.
 Photophobia.
 Nystagmus and/or
Strabismus
 Problems in the optic
nerve.

Related to

 Difficulty filtering
light in the eye
 Low vision
 High sensibility to
light
 Binocular vision
very deteriorated

Figure 3. Tables with the different consequences of albinism
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4.
BASIC
CONCEPTS
OF
ANATOMY
FUNCTIONING OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM
4.1.- Mechanisms of vision (5)

AND
.

Most of the sensory information that reaches our brain
is collected and processed by our visual system, so that all the
impressions of our outer world and our memory are based
on sight. This circumstance makes that any alteration in any
of the mechanisms involved have a great impact on the
perception and interpretation of reality, making it difficult at
an early age the form and rhythm of learning and,
consequently, the maturational development of children in
this circumstance.
Our eyes collect the luminous stimuli of our
environment; when we look at an object, the signal is
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collected by impressing it on the retina that will translate it
into stimuli that will be sent to our cerebral cortex
interpreting and storing them.
The perception of the forms of the objects, their
movement, color and their definition are the result of
millions of data that reach the retina and are added
to the brain, as well as the previously stored
information of those objects, so the alteration in some of
the parts of our visual system will result in the distortion of
the interpretation of reality.
The complex process of vision begins with Perception.
Visual perception begins in the eye; It is the phase of
information collection: light enters the eye through the
cornea, aqueous humor, crystalline and vitreous humor,
trying to find, follow and focus the images to project them in
the retina.
In the retina, once this luminous information is
projected, the Transformation phase of the luminous stimulus
into nervous energy begins; this phase occurs in the retina or
macula. Once the light information has been transformed into
a nervous stimulus, the process of Transmission to the cerebral
cortex begins.
For it to work well, it is also necessary that numerous
visual functions are carried out correctly, among others:
accommodation of the eye, chromatic vision, adaptation of
the eye to darkness, binocular vision, peripheric vision to
32

which must be added environmental keys related to the
lighting and contrast in which the object is presented, and
psychosocial factors such as the cognitive competence of the
person, the familiarity of the objects to be observed, the
emotional state and their fatigue (6).

Figure 4. Vision process
All these implied mechanisms, and previously
mentioned in a very summarized way, convert the "fact of
seeing" as a complex process for which a multifactorial
approach is necessary.
4.2- Physiology of visual perception
In order to understand the complexity of visual
perception it is necessary to know, although in a basic way, all
the organs and structures involved in this process, helping us
33

to understand the functional consequences that the genetic
condition of albinism presents.
The organs and structures are: Eyeballs, Optic nerve and
attached structures.
4.2.1.- Eyeball.
Located in the cavities of the frontal part of the skull are
the eyeballs; two "gelatinous" masses. Maintained, guided and
directed by six muscles that allow us to move them to pick
up the luminous stimuli in the best way and then transfer
them to our brain, once transformed into nervous stimuli, to
interpret them.
Structurally, each of the eyeballs in its walls, are formed by
three layers: the outer one is formed by the sclera and the
cornea, the intermediate, constituted by the choroid, and an
inner layer called the retina.
In the outer layer, the sclerotide is the most opaque part
and does not let light pass except in a zone called cornea.
The cornea is in the most frontal part allowing the light to
pass, regulating its passage by changing the size of the pupil
through an opening called the iris.
Immediately behind the iris is the crystalline lens whose
function is to focus the image of objects on the retina so it
can alter its shape by the intervention of some muscles in
order to seek the best vision. This process of modification of
the shape of the crystalline lens is called accommodation,
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having to be performed in an integrated manner in both
eyeballs, ie between both eyes there must be convergence.

Figure 5. Structures of the eyeball
The choroid is the intermediate layer and has, in
situations of normality, a large amount of melanin and blood
vessels, which helps to absorb light and prevent its reflection,
facilitating visual acuity; this justifies a large part of the visual
impairment that people with albinism present (7).
The innermost layer is the retina, responsible for
receiving the light signal through a large number of
photoreceptors that have: cones and rods. In the central area
of the retina is the macula, being the fovea its point of greater
visual acuity, because of the large number of cones that it has
(the cones are the photoreceptors responsible for the best
visual acuity and the discrimination of the colors). A null
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development or incomplete development of the fovea (foveal
hypoplasia) is associated with very poor visual acuity,
characteristic in people with albinism. In contrast to the
fovea, and close to it, there is the optic disc or papilla being
the area where the visual axons meet and leave the globe
towards the optic nerve, giving rise to a blind spot since it
does not possess photoreceptors.
4.2.2.- Optic nerve.
The cornea and crystalline lens of the eye project an
image of the environment on the photoreceptors of the
retina and each responding to the intensity they receive, the
connections of the photoreceptors with the ganglion cells
(axons that transmit visual information through the optic
nerve).
The axons of the ganglion cells of the retina ascend to
the brain through the optic nerve reaching the dorsal lateral
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus; during this synopsis, they
also send axons via optical radiation to the primary visual
cortex in the occipital lobe.
Alterations of the visual system, from the retina to the striate
cortex produce total or partial blindness of the visual field,
however, lesions in the striate cortex or optic radiation
produce the "blind vision" syndrome.
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Figure 6. Itinerary of the optic nerve to the visual cortex of the
brain

4.2.3.-Oculomotor system:
For an image to be well placed at the point of best visual
acuity of the retina, the fovea, it is necessary a precise control
of the position of the eyeballs.
Alterations of the visual system, from the retina to the
striate cortex produce total or partial blindness of the visual
37

field, however, lesions in the striate cortex or optic radiation
produce the "blind vision" syndrome.

Figure 7. Extraocular muscles responsible for eye movement
The responsible ones are the extraocular muscles
responsible for moving the eyes so that the images of the
environment are projected in equivalent parts of each of the
two retinas, for this to happen the six muscles work in
groups moving them up, down, in central or nasal sense, in
lateral sense, temporal or in rotation, allowing to focus up to
about 100,000 different points of the field of vision.
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4.3.- Functioning of the visual system.
Although it is often said that the human eye is the organ
of vision, in fact it is more correct to say that it is the organ
in which the vision begins, the first stage of what is usually
called the "human visual system".
Human vision is a complex process, of which we
are still more unaware than we know. There are numerous
scientific disciplines (medicine from its specialties in
ophthalmology and neurology, optics, psychology, pedagogy,
etc.) which investigate different aspects of the human visual
system. All of them try to give explanations to the different
stages of the complicated process that makes that, from the
light emitted by the sources or reflected by the objects, by
means of their absorption in the retinal photopigments and
the transmission of a series of electrical impulses through our
nervous system, a certain image of the external world is
finally formed in our brain, and we give an interpretation of it.
4.3.1.- Assessment of the functioning of the visual system
In order to assess the visual functionality it is necessary
to define two concepts:
• Visual acuity: is the faculty of the eye, in combination
with the brain, to perceive the shape of objects at a
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certain distance. It is measured by the smallest image
that the eye can distinguish.
To determine the visual acuity in a standard way,
optotypes are used, or sheets that contain letters or
drawings whose size gradually decreases.
The smallest size that the individual can see will give
us the measure of his visual acuity. The test is done with
each eye, near and far.
The numerical expression of visual acuity is made by
a fraction whose numerator is the distance at which the
Optotype is seen and the denominator is the distance at
which an eye with normal vision would perceive it; so,
for example: 6/6: normal vision. A visual acuity of 1/60,
2/60, 3/60 means that a subject sees at one, two or
three meters (respectively) what a person with normal
vision sees at sixty meters. Thus, for example, a visual
acuity of 0.8 is considered normal, a vision of 0.3 would
be below normal.
The vision of 0.1 corresponds to legal blindness, and
vision 0 is amaurosis, or total blindness.
To have a good visual acuity, the ocular
refraction must be correct, the transparent
structures of the eye must be in good condition
and the fovea, optic via and cerebral cortex must
present an adequate anatomy and physiology;
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circumstance that does not occur in people with
the genetic condition of Albinism.

Figure 8. Pigassou Optotype
When there are serious difficulties in visual acuity,
there will also be difficulties in the acquisition and
development of reading and writing, the perception of
contrast, the vision of the blackboard and the vision of
colors.
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Students with albinism always show a lack of visual acuity
in a significant way, presenting a visual acuity of between
0.3 and 0.05 in most of these.
• Visual field (or peripheral vision): is the space that
the eye can perceive, the area that can be seen without
moving the eyes. A person with a normal field of view,
facing forward, is able to see objects in an amplitude of
180º in the horizontal plane and 140º in the vertical.
When a pathology affects the peripheral vision
there will be difficulties to interpret and follow scenes in
movement, location of elements or the globalized
reading.
The visual field is measured with the campimeter.
Generally, students with albinism have a visual field equal
to or less than 20º.
The assessment of visual acuity and visual field is useful
to establish the classification we use to define visual
functionality in students with the genetic condition of
albinism (also in other people), and will place it in a
range that ranges from optimal visual efficiency to
blindness.
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5.-CONSEQUENCES
OF
ALBINISM
IN
THE
MECHANISMS OF VISION AND ITS FUNCTIONING
All the people with the genetic condition of albinism, in
variable degree, present the following visual alterations:
1. Absence of fovea. The fovea is the area, located in
the retina of the eye, of greater visual acuity so that
lacking this; the visual acuity is very affected.
2. Lack of Visual Acuity.
3. Night vision or reduced semi-darkness, due to
the smaller presence of canes in the retina of the eye.
4. Stereoscopic vision (binocular, in three dimensions)
limited or reduced. Mainly due to their lack or
reduction of binocular vision (see objects with both
eyes simultaneously and to determine their correct
position in space) people with albinism may present
strabismus and tend to use the eyes separately, with
movements not coordinated.
5. Nystagmus. It is an involuntary movement of the
eyes, more or less perceptible by an observer,
generally horizontal, but it can also be vertical. The
brain of people with albinism adapts to the involuntary
movement of the eyes, so that although they continue
to move the image they process and "see" is static and
does not present movement.
6. Students with albinism can present alterations of
the refraction of the eye, myopia, hyperopia or
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astigmatism, in a similar way to what happens in
people without this genetic condition.
Parallel to these alterations in the visual system, the lack
of melanin in the inner ear involved in the production of
endolymph (the fluid responsible for the perception and
transmission of sounds) suggests the possibility of
developing hearing problems due to the high
sensitivity to intense noises. Studies with animal models,
carried out by Dr. Lluis Montoliu, and preliminary studies in
humans, carried out at Niguarda Hospital, Milan, seem to
have observed the existence of possibilities of developing
premature presbycusis in individuals with albinism due to the
greater sensitivity to the intense noises they present, but to
date, the results are inconclusive.

Photo: Ana Yturralde
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6.-VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IN
BLINDNESS TO LOW VISION

ALBINISM:

FROM

6.1.- Diagnosis of blindness and low vision
Most of the visual anomalies in the general population,
which cause the decrease in sharpness, are easily repairable
by means of optical compensation: glasses or contact lenses,
achieving a vision close to normal.
In other cases, among those found with people with
albinism, the anomaly is associated with something other than
a defect in refraction and that alters the difficulty in
distinguishing different degrees of luminosity, the ability to
adapt to light or darkness, perception of colors, the
amplitude of the visual field and visual acuity, or several at the
same time.
In this circumstance the visual result causes a limitation
in the realization of certain visual activities: reading, writing,
orientation and mobility, being able to significantly deteriorate
their social and labor relationships; that is, it causes disability
in the function of sight.
The World Health Organization (8), in 2012, in its
"Definitions of blindness and visual impairment" includes the
update and revision of the ICD-10, classifying the visual
impairment in three levels: moderate visual impairment,
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severe visual impairment and blindness. The parameters to
define them are:
 Moderate visual disability. When the person has a
visual acuity between less than 6/18 and 6/60
(between 0.3 and 0.1)
 Severe visual disability. When the person has a visual
acuity of between 6/60 and equal to or greater than
3/60 (between 0.1 and 0.05).
 Blindness. Visual acuity less than 3/60 or visual field
loss less than 10º
For the purposes of teaching/learning processes (9) these
three levels can be grouped, depending on the ability or not
to read printed letters - with technical or optical aids - in two
groups:
1. LOW VISION: it would be the one existing in
students with visual ability, but with the inability to
do it at a normal distance, even with optical aids.
2. BLINDNESS: it would be the one existing in the
students without measurable visual capacity and
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that, consequently, they need the Braille code or
use auditory means to read.
According to this classification, with legal repercussions,
people with Albinism are between legal blindness (with a
visual acuity equal to or less than 0.05) and moderate visual
disability (with a visual acuity between 0.3 and 0.1); we would
be talking about students who have low vision so, in any case,
and with some exceptions, it has enough residual vision to be
used with the existing optical and technological resources,
especially now that these are advancing very quickly.

Figure 9. PWA vision. Picture owned by FLARE Productiions
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7.- VISUAL FUNCTIONALITY
When we talk about visual functionality we do not talk
about visual acuity or affectation in the visual field, but we
refer to the ability to perceive and the effectiveness with
which a student sees independently, although related, with
their visual capacity.
There are numerous factors that influence visual
functionality requiring a much broader exploration than the
simple subjective assessment of the specialist in
ophthalmology, needing to include in it the intervention of
other specialties.
In the first place, it is necessary to identify how much
the student with albinism sees, secondly, how he/she
does it and in third place under what conditions; for what
is required of an interdisciplinary intervention in which the
affected students, the family, the ophthalmology specialist, the
optician, the classroom teacher and the professionals
specialized in low vision participate.
The objective should be to determine, in the most
complete way, how the student uses his residual vision, from
optical and non-optical appropriate aids, in the set of visual
tasks and assess emotional, social and cognitive aspects and
its possible implications in the family, social and academic
environment (learning style, appropriate teaching method,
specific material, curricular adaptation, etc ...).
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Accommodation
of the eye

Adaptation of
the eye to
darkness

Peripheric vision

Chromatic vision

Binocular vision

Environment
conditions
Visuoperceptual skills

Personal aspects
of the student

Behavior of the
student
Figure 10. Aspects related to visual functionality
Once the information on the physiological and
perceptual-visual aspects related to vision in the student with
albinism is collected (Accommodation of the eye, Adaptation
of the eye to darkness, Chromatic vision, peripheral vision,
Binocular vision) what should we observe for assess the
functionality of the vision?:
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the behavior shown
environmental conditions
his/her preferences
the competences that he/she shows under various
tasks and in various contexts
 his/her attitude regarding the vision
7.1.- Current Behaviors in students with Albinism and/or
visual impairment
The school and the family are contexts that can
provide very reliable information on the functionality
of the vision of the student with albinism and/or visual
impairment, without requiring specific instruments, only
with the observation of the behavior that they show.
Some of the behaviors that we can observe in students
with low vision are:
1. Related to mobility:






Does not run or does it awkwardly
Trip frequently
Walk facing the ground
Drag the feet when walking
Difficulty walking with both feet on a line painted on
the floor.
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2. Related to body posture:
 Rest his/her head on the school table, bringing the
material close to the face.
 He/she kneels on the chair, as a way to get closer
to the material.
 Tilts the torso towards the table.
 Looks out of the corner of the eye or tilts the head
to notice objects he/she has in front .
 Brings the head back to see what he/she has at eye
Level.
 Covers or shadows with the hand in one eye when
looking something.
 Rubs his/her eyes very frequently and persistently.
 Squints his/her eyes to look at objects.
3. Related to their adaptation to the environment:
 Finds the objects by palpating or bringing the face
closer to the surface where he/she assumes that
he/she will find the object he/she is looking for and
locate it with the gaze.
 Asks the classmates to tell him/her where the
material he/she is looking for and asks for it .
4. Related to the attitude on visual tasks:
 He/she does not show interest in looking at objects.
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 He/she does not look at the face of who is speaking
to him/her.
 Gets up to look at things closer.
 Avoids tasks that require visual attention.
 Shows little interest in reading and writing.
5. Related to the eyes:








Rubs his/her eyes continually.
Says that he/she sees blurry.
Has tearful eyes.
Has red eyes.
Moves the eyes involuntarily.
Winks the eyes.
He/she gets dazzled frequently.

6. Related to their behavior when doing homework:
 Covers an eye when reading or writing.
 A hand is placed as a "visor" on what they are reading
or writing .
 He/she gets lost in the reading line.
 Uses the finger or pencil as a guide .
 Shows tendency to invert letters and words.
 Confuses letters and numbers with similar shapes.
 Does not respect spaces when writing.
 Writes very irregularly.
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7. Related to the discrimination of colors:
 Sometimes he/she does not discriminate the colors.
 Non-discrimination of colors depends on the
brightness of the classroom or other factors.
8. Related to the preferred type of light:
 Prefers natural light to artificial light.
 Rejects bright light.
 His/her visual functioning improves significantly with a
light directed at the task.
 Stays paralyzed by sudden changes in luminosity.
 His/her vision improves significantly wearing sunglasses,
visors or hats.
9. Related to other behaviors:
 Moves the material he/she is using in order to see it.
 Observes objects in parts.
 Stops and remains still for a time when passing from
the shadow to a place with abundant luminosity, or vice
versa.
 Performs tasks more clumsily if the environment is
dim.
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7.2.- Personal aspects in students with Albinism and/or
visual impairment
Being Albinism a genetic condition, it implies, for all the
related physiological consequences, visual disability from the
moment of birth.
The person who is born with visual disability does not suffer
any psychological issue, in principle, since for them "their
vision" is natural. The way they interpret and integrate their
condition into their lives and accept it will depend a lot on
the reaction that, given this circumstance, their environment
have: family, school and society.
The way their context interacts with them will influence the
development of their personality, values and forms of
organized and stable functioning. Thus, although there are
biological factors, including the temperament of the boy and
girl with albinism, environmental and personal factors exert a
great influence. It can be said that as a person matures
biologically and incorporates new experiences and external
experiences, the process of personality development takes
place. This starts in childhood.
From the type of relationships they establish with the most
significant adults, they will construct their mental models, in
which they will include both what they can expect from
others and from themselves, models that will play a decisive
role in regulating their behavior, in the way to respond to
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stress, in the development of confidence in their own ability
to adapt, that is, in their personality.
It is from 5-6 years (beginning of Primary
Education, according to the Spanish educational
system) when the child perceives his/her visual
impairment, needing help from other people to
perform some or all of the activities in an
autonomous way ( Burlingham-1965), and new
feelings appear related to their self-esteem and their
search for belonging and identity.
The role of the family will be decisive at this time,
accompanying the adjustment of their visual impairment,
modulating a series of facilitating variables.
These facilitating variables are organized into five areas:
COGNITIVE FUNCTION:
• Intellectual level
• Curiosity for learning
• Focus of attention
• Memory

PERSONALITY TRAITS
• Self-concept
• Self esteem
• Independence / Personal autonomy

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
• Development in the environment
• opportuniyu for social experience

COPING STRATEGIES
USE OF SUPPORT ELEMENTS FOR THEIR VISUAL DISABILITY
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All of them predict a good adjustment in the boy and girl
with albinism.
Some of the tests that may be useful are:
BAS-II, Scales of Intellectual Abilities, by Elliot,
Smith and McCullogh.
Recommended, after the discontinuation in Spain of the
WISC-IV for boys and girls, the BAS-II intends to evaluate in
depth the intellectual aptitudes and educational performance
of children and adolescents. It consists of two batteries, the
Infantile BAS-II (for boys and girls between 2 ½ and 6 years
old) and the School BAS-II (for boys and girls between 6 and
18 years of age).
ESPQ, Personality Questionnaire for Children, by
Coan and Cattel (1966).
For children from 6 to 8 years of age, it is a questionnaire of
160 questions that allows to explore thirteen dimensions of
the personality. Some of the dimensions evaluated are:
Reserved/Open, Affected emotionally/Stable, Calm/Excitable,
Submissive/Dominant,
Self-conscious/Entrepreneur,
Secure/Dubitative, etc.
From these dimensions you get 3 global dimensions
Anxiety/Extraversion and Excitability/Hardness.
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CPQ, Personality Questionnaire for Children by
Porter and Cattel (1984).
For children between 8 and 12 years old, it allows to
explore 14 dimensions of their personality. Some of these
are: Affability, Reasoning, Stability, Excitability, Dominance,
Animation, Attention to the rules, Daring, Sensitivity,
Disadaptation, Privacy, Apprehension, Perfectionism and
Tension. As in the ESPQ, three global dimensions are
obtained, which are: Anxiety, Extraversion and Hardness.
CACIA, Children and adolescents self-control
questionnaire, by Capafons and Silva (1986)
For young people between 11 and 19 years old, the CACIA
is a questionnaire that evaluates self-control through 4
scales, three positive ones: Personal feedback, Reward delay
and Self-control and a negative one: Process self-control. It
focuses on the evaluation of self-control from a behavioral
point of view.
STAIC, Self-Assessment Questionnaire Anxiety
State / Trait in boys and girls. (1986)
For an age between 9 and 15 years, the test is designed to
measure, specifically, the Anxiety factor, and offers two
evaluations: Anxiety-State (A / E) and Anxiety-Trait (A / R).
Identifies Anxiety-State (A / E) as a transient state of anxiety,
that is to say, those feelings of apprehension, tension and
worry that fluctuate and vary in intensity over time, while to
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the Anxiety-Trait (A / R) the tendency to show anxiety
states.
EAN, Coping scale for children by MoralesRodriguez et al. (2012)
The EAN evaluates childhood coping on daily stressors. In
the form of self-report, it explores the strategies raised
among four common everyday problems in childhood, in the
areas of family, health, school and peers. It can be very useful
to make a complete diagnosis of the adaptation and
adjustment of the boy and girl of school age between 9 and
12 years.
BASC,
Raynolds
and
Kamphaus
Behavior
Assessment System for Children and Adolescents
(1992).
Multi-method test battery has five components that will
value the subject from different perspectives and can be used
together or individually. It includes both positive (adaptive)
and negative (clinical) dimensions.
For its use in the assessment of personal-emotional
aspects of students with albinism we propose the use of the
self-report (S) as it provides information on clinical scales:
Negative attitude towards the school, Negative attitude
towards teachers, Search for sensations, Atypicality, Locus
of control, Somatization, Social Stress, Anxiety, Depression
and Sense of Disability.
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It also provides information on adaptation: interpersonal
relationships, relationships with parents, self-esteem and selfconfidence. It also allows obtaining four global dimensions:
School mismatch, Clinical mismatch, Personal adjustment
and a general index: the index of emotional symptoms.
7.3.- Perceptual-visual competence in students with
Albinism and/or visual impairment
To complete the assessment of perceptual-visual
functioning, that is, in Barraga's words, "interpret the
perceived visual sensations with a meaning", it is
recommended the use of standardized and normalized tests
among professionals who specialize in low vision. Its objective
is to collect information about color perception, size, shape,
position, similarities and differences; ability to imitate model
of several dimensions, ability to relate part-whole, visualmotor coordination, figure-background, spatial relationships,
visual memory. From the qualitative assessment of the result
obtained, the didactic strategy best suited to each case will be
defined.
Some of these tests, for Spanish population, are:
Visual Efficiency Scale, by Natali C. Barraga. Within
the program of the same name is the scale of assessment of
visual efficiency, whose objective is the development of
efficiency in visual functioning; According to its authors, the
visual functions have a progressive development and these
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would evolve as the child is exposed to conditions and tasks
that facilitate it.
The visual functions to which they refer are:
Optics: eye control, response to light, focus, fixation,
tracking, convergence, accommodation and movement,
Optical-perceptual: discrimination shape-size, color, spatial
relationships and visual-motor coordination, recognition and
interpretation, identification or nomination.
Perceptual-visual: figure-ground discrimination,
complementation, parts-whole relation.

visual

Through graphical items of progressive visual difficulty, it
aims to evaluate the functioning and response in aspects such
as: size, detail and interpretation, discrimination-light/dark,
size and position in space, among others.
Test battery to measure psychomotor development
and vision scale, by Lezine (BLV). Of individual
application and up to 6 years, assesses postural development,
eye-hand coordination, language, social relations and
adaptation, organized into four levels, the fourth is specific to
vision.
Test for the development of visual perception, by
Marianne Frostig. Suitable for assessing visual-perceptual
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processes in children between four and seven years old, it
explores
visual-motor
coordination,
figure-ground
discrimination, shape constancy, spatial positions and spatial
relationships.
As in Barraga's visual efficiency scale, it has an intervention
program.
Checklist of the "Look and Think" Perceptual-Visual
Training Project by Chapman and Tobin.
Recommended for children from five to eleven years old, it
explores spatial perception of the object, shape, contours,
movement and color. Based on the resulting profile, an
intervention plan aimed at achieving the development of areas
not achieved would be prepared.
7.4.- Environmental conditions favoring a greater visual
functionality in the educational environment in students
with Albinism and/or visual impairment
The evaluation of visual performance in the
school setting of students with albinism also requires
the observation of environmental conditions related
to:
 The equipment of the classroom,
 The facilities of the school,
 The school organization, and personal aspects related
to:
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- The preferences,
- The competences in school tasks and
- The behaviors in front of multiple tasks in different
contexts, with the double object of obtaining
information and assessing their situation per se,
are susceptible to modification for the sake of
better visual functioning of students with albinism.
Some of the conditions to consider are:
 Location/orientation:
- Visual location of obstacles: distance
- Recognition of objects addressing them or avoiding
them in a timely manner
- Use of auxiliaries to detect distant objects or
points of reference (glasses, telescopes, etc ...)
- Independent tours using the vision
 Type and location of light:
- In the classroom
- In the corridors
- In other dependencies
- Working additional light
 Color and design of spaces through which he/she moves
- Use of reclining board, fixed horizontal, fixed
inclined
Choice of color
Brightness
Use of auxiliaries such as lectern and flexo
Teaching material with the possibility of
adaptation
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SECOND PART
Inclusive, tolerant and non-discriminatory
educational environments for students with Albinism
and/or visual impairment
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11.- Educational resources
12.- Complementary agents
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8.- INCLUSIVE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
To include educationaly implies constructing or
reconstructing the culture and educational identity of schools,
their vision and mission. It also involves a redefinition of
educational and social policies, action strategies and a change
in the existing educational practices, at least in Spain and
other partner countries.
Talking about inclusive education involves a different way
of approaching attention to diversity and involves designing
and implementing procedures for identifying, locating and
demolishing the curricular obstacles present in schools. It
goes beyond a reform that allows the realization of resources
that can be accessed by students with specific educational
support needs, although it is a necessary condition.
According to Koichiro Matsuura, General Director
(UNESCO, 2008) "inclusive education can involve a wide
variety of policies and approaches in different regions,
although in most contexts the term is commonly used to
refer to strategies that seek integrate students with special
needs in general education schools. This view of the problem
is, however, too narrow ".
When we speak of an inclusive educational center, we
refer to a center that guarantees basic education to the entire
population of its environment, regardless of whether they
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show special educational needs or are at risk of social
exclusion.
It is a center that develops in its management of
teaching-learning processes the universal design for curricular
learning (DUA, in English UDL).
It is an educational center that includes a flexible
curriculum, which all students learn together, which allows
the learning and participation of all; which is articulated as a
learning community and as a school organization is immersed
in the process of continuous improvement because it
considers evaluation as a fundamental part of the educational
process and consequently acts as a "learning" organization.
UNIVERSAL LEARNING DESIGN (UDL)




Support system that favors the elimination of physical, sensory, affective and cognitive
barriers for access, learning and participation of students.
Considers that there are "disabling environments" not "people with disabilities”.

Principles on which the UDL is based
Representation

Action and Expression

Commitment

It provides multiple means of
representation in what to
learn… It refers back to the
topic of the applications of
the Multiple Intelligent
Theory in the classroom.

It provides multiple means in
relation to how to learn.
To offer varied materials with
which all students can
interact.
To facilitate different
expressive options.
To estimulate towards effort,
motivation towards a goal.

To offer broad options that
reflect the interests of the
students, strategies to face
new tasks, self-evaluation
options, reflections on their
expectations ...

Figure 11. Principles of Universal Design for curricular learning
(DUA, in English UDL)
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Giné and Font (2007) propose this design because it
favors the elimination of physical, sensory, cognitive and
affective barriers for access, learning and participation of all
students, regardless of their specific needs.
It generates a paradigm change in education by moving
away from the model focused on the students' difficulties and
looking at what it considers "disabling environments".
This model assumes that the problems generated
by the lack of accessibility are problems directly
related to the exercise of rights and fulfillment of
duties and, therefore, are not problems that can be
tackled only with the removal of physical barriers.
To identify why these barriers occur, what can be done
so that they do not recur and how to develop necessary
measures, programs and policies to advance towards equal
opportunities and fulfillment of duties.
We refer to barriers such as the set of elements of
different nature (formal, material, organizational, functional,
attitudinal, etc.) that prevent the development of educational
inclusion and that can be from the specific form of a teacher's
practice, to the norms that govern the academic organization
or to the forms of organizing the supports of the centers, or
to the excluding attitudes.
Education is a FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT, being the
responsibility of the Public Powers (competent educational
administration: central, regional or local) of the Educational
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Centers as an organization (professional teachers and nonteachers) and Families (individually and through Associations)
guarantee compliance in an inclusive manner.
All this socio-educational discourse, recognized in the
law, should be accompanied in the educational practice of a
change in methods, organization and educational response
that leads to a change of attitudes and beliefs towards
disability and more specifically, in our case, to the associated
visual disability in students with albinism.

Foto: Ana Yturralde
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9.- EUROPEAN LEGISLATION ON EDUCATION
Education, in Europe, has been shaped over time in a
basic right that reflects the principles of equity, quality,
inclusion, equal access, permanence, promotion, selection and
social participation present in our society.
Starting historically from, in the past, segregationist,
differentiating and sometimes excluding models, we have
been progressively orienting towards new, fairer, more
egalitarian and inclusive educational models, reflecting a new
social model.
"The principle of inclusive education is to adapt the
learning processes to each individual, so that it is possible to
achieve the maximum performance of each person, with
different characteristics and capabilities; it is opposed,
therefore, to the segregation of students with disabilities in
special education centers. Inclusive education implies an
active effort in favor of social cohesion and integration, an
effort that usually translates into important investments in
terms of teacher training, support teachers, facilities and
materials " (10)
The Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities of the United Nations (United Nations, 2006),
signed by the European Union as such and, in addition,
ratified by practically all of its member states, explicitly
supports inclusive education; recently renewed this
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commitment in 2015, in the World Education Forum through
the Declaration of Incheon (Korea).
Some of the existing international instruments are:










1990 UNESCO Jomtien Conference (Thailand), in
which reference was made to inequalities in the
fulfillment of the right to education (11).
World Conference on Special Educational Needs:
access and quality, UNESCO, Salamanca (Spain),
held in 1994. It takes the first steps in the defense
towards the development of an educational system in
which inclusive orientation is present (12).
World Forum on Education in Dakar, Senegal.
UNESCO. April 2000. Renews the commitment of
education for all and inclusion and equity in education, as
a cornerstone, examining the impact that technology has
on education (13).
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, of December 13, 2006, in which, in article
24.1, it recognizes the right of persons with disabilities
to education and that (...) with the intention to enforcing
this right, without discrimination and on the basis of
equal opportunities, States Parties shall ensure an
inclusive education system at all levels (14).
Declaration of Incheon (Korea), approved at the
World Education Forum. 2015. The commitment
acquired with education for all and educational inclusion
is renewed, declaring among other objectives:
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"Guarantee an inclusive, equitable and quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all" (15).

9.1.- Inclusive education in Denmark, Spain, Italy and
Norway
In general, in Europe, and more specifically in the
countries collaborating in this project, educational policies
guarantee the inclusion of all students in ordinary centers,
providing specific support (material, personal, methodological
adaptation, etc.) for each student who needs it.
The introduction of these specific supports is justified by
the elaboration of a specific intervention plan for the student,
in Denmark for all the students and in the rest of countries
only for those who present specific needs for educational
support as is the case of students with albinism.
The preparation of the intervention plan, which may
have different names according to the country, is the
responsibility of the educational center who will do it with
the advice of resources and specialized professionals in each
need.
The support can consist of material, endowing the
center for its use by and for students (lectern, specific
educational resources, technological material: classroom
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camera systems, digital screens, digital tablets, provision of
digital bibliographic material, etc.).
This support may be complemented by the total or
partial presence in the classroom of a specialist professor
who will work in a coordinated manner with all the
professionals included in the intervention plan. Its support
will focus on direct support to teachers. What never
includes, unless the case requires it in a specific way, is the
adaptation of the objectives and contents of the study
program understood as the reduction of these; adaptation
must follow the principles of accessibility, flexibility and
inclusiveness.
The training of all professionals is essential and is
accompanied by continuous training; This can be done
through competent bodies in the field of education,
collaboration between professionals from different
educational centers and with external institutions specializing
in visual impairment.
In most of these countries specialized resource centers
and support services have been created, in our case in the
visual deficiencies, to which the ordinary centers go in search
of orientation in the design of the specialized intervention
plan of the students, search of material or personal
resources, pedagogical support and coordination.
Teamwork and coordination is essential to ensure a
quality education and adapted to the special needs of our
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students, being a factor that facilitates the real inclusion of
students with visual impairment related to the genetic
condition of albinism.
The financing of all these resources always comes from
the Central Governments, in some cases there is funding
from local entities (Autonomous Communities, town halls,
etc.); in others there is a combination of central and local
funding.
In cases where financing is decentralized (totally or in
part), access to existing resources is greater, but, on the
contrary, it can cause different treatment depending on which
local administration is dependent, despite the fact that the
Central Administration have defined identical objectives.
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10.- INCLUSIVE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY AND
THE PLAN OF ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
The current educational model of attention to special
educational needs, prevailing in Europe, aims to provide an
individualized response to the needs that arise, as in the case
we deal with students with albinism, so they can access the
study program in equal conditions than those who do it
without disabilities.
For their guarantee, the educational Administrations are
responsible for ensuring the necessary resources (both
personal and material) so that students who require attention
different from the ordinary can develop their skills at their
school as much as possible. It is a model that aims to reach
inclusion based on the integration of students with
albinism.
In the past, the education of people with visual
disabilities was taught in specific centers dependent on
organizations specializing in blindness and low vision.
Currently and by virtue of the principle of standardization of
services, an attempt is made to respond from the ordinary
system in each and every one of the educational levels, as far
as possible.
For this, the educational administration guarantees that
the students with Special Educational Needs (SEN) receive
the necessary educational attention that allows them to
develop their capacities and their personal relationship,
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always in compliance with the Integration Principle at the
same time as the Principle of individualization of teaching.
To guarantee compliance with both principles, it is
necessary to equip the centers where there are students with
visual disabilities, with specific and necessary material for
adaptation to the study position and access to the study
program. The adaptation to the position and access to the
study program for students with low vision requires an
interdisciplinary and coordinated work, which should not be
alien to the family as a fundamental element.
10.1. Guidelines for the educational center that receives
for the first time students with albinism and/or visual
impairment
When a student with albinism is enrolled for the first
time in a center, he or she must put in place the
necessary procedures to guarantee their specialized
attention, in compliance with the principles of
educational inclusion and normalization.
To do so, he or she must:
1º.- Identify their special educational needs, for
which they will request necessary information, both in
relation to the medical diagnosis and the functionality of their
vision.
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2º.- Design the Specific Intervention Plan or access
curricular adaptation. It will reflect all the adaptations that are
considered necessary. Its realization will be the result of the
collegiate and interdisciplinary decision of tutors and
specialists from the center, professionals specialized in visual
impairment from different disciplines (psychologists,
pedagogues, ophthalmologists, optometrists, rehabilitation
technicians, etc.) and the family.
In Spain, since the competences in education are
delegated to each of the Autonomous Communities, there is
no shared document that reflects the measures to be
adopted, although all of them propose that it has to be done.
3º.- That the material and professional resources
are available to the student with visual disabilities on equal
terms with the rest of the students without educational
needs, avoiding that their delay could place them in a
situation of exclusion, both educational and social.
They must also carry out, as far as possible, all
those modifications related to physical accessibility by the
educational center.
4º.- Apply the curricular access adaptation in which
personal and material resources, as well as procedures and
methodology will be present.
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5º.- Ensure that the proposals are met.
6º.- Evaluate that the adaptation is being carried out
and if the expected objective is being achieved.
This evaluation must be both quantitative: in the sense of
acquisition of curricular objectives, participation of resources
(personal and material) and emotional well-being, and
qualitative: in the sense of inclusion of the student in the
school. To define previously what indicators and variables will
help us to the effectiveness of Plan or the Curricular
Adaptation Access can be very useful and will allow us to
redefine it in case of not achieving the desired objectives.
1º
IDENTIFICATION
OF NEEDS

5º EVALUATION OF
THE INTERVENTION
PLAN

4º IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE
INTERVENTION PLAN

2º DESIGN OF THE
INTERVENTION PLAN

3º GUARANTEE
ACCESS TO
RESOURCES AND
MATERIALS

Figure 12. Actions to follow in the schooling of students with
albinism
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In all the countries collaborating in the project,
individualized and specific intervention plans are also designed
in which the appropriate material and professional resources
are defined for each student with visual disability, according
to their personal needs.
10.1.1.- Teachers
Once the individual curricular adaptation plan of access
for students with visual disabilities has been prepared, and in
which the faculty members related to the case have
collaborated in their design, they will have to guarantee
compliance.
In general, the first tasks that must be carried out are:
 To encourage the incorporation of the student with visual
disability to the center. It consists of ensuring that his/her
incorporation to the educational center is as normalized as
possible. It is advisable that the individualized intervention
plan include a welcome plan that begins before the
incorporation of the pupil with visual impairment
into the educational center - so that he/she knows the
general structure of the center and the main routes he/she
must make - and that he/she finishes during the first days of
class with mutual knowledge of the students who make up
the classroom. To include in the welcome plan the
development of activities in the classroom with the aim of
understanding the similarities and differences between
people with visual impairment and those who do not have
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it can be a great tool for social integration in the classroom
and enriching coexistence.
To facilitate access to the study program of the students
with visual disabilities. We refer to guarantee at all times
that the information with which we work in the
classroom is accessible at all times for the student.
The organization of space in the classroom, the
location of students with visual disabilities, the use
of optical, non-optical, technological aids, etc. are
treated aspects that must always be taken into account in
the classroom.
Support books, which include the curricular objectives of
the course, should be available to these students at the
beginning of the course and in a format that is fully
accessible to them; At present, the best accessibility is
given by the digital format in the PDF (Portable Document
Format) mode, so it is convenient that the chosen books
have the option of this format and that it is available to
them.
To enrich the curriculum with objectives and
contents related to visual disability; we refer to
objectives related to the development of orientation and
mobility (much-needed competence when the visual
disability is very severe) and the development of social
competence in all cases. Another objective to include is
related to the introduction of new technologies in the
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classroom, being able to generate learning contents for, for
example, typing and computer science.
10.1.2. Non-teaching staff, dining room and responsible
for extracurricular activities.
Transmit general recommendations on how to address
students with visual disabilities to any professional who has
the possibility of interacting with them, in the school. Some of
these recommendations could be:
• Natural use of words like see, look; These words are
part of the vocabulary of the person with visual impairment
and like any other, he/she uses them to express his/her way
of seeing.
• When addressing the student with visual
impairment, we must identify ourselves, and we must
notify him/her when we leave or we move away from his/her
side.
• The explanations must be descriptive and very
specific. We must give precise, clear verbal descriptions
• Spatial references such as "here", "there", that are
difficult to identify for people with severe visual impairment,
will be replaced by more specific verbal references, such as:
"to your right", "in front of you"," up ", etc.
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• Explain him/her the steps to follow for the execution
of the work; whenever it is possible, to show him/her one
already finished so that they know what you want to achieve.
• In the case of extra-curricular activities, assess the
convenience of students with visual impairment being
accompanied by a companion in the activity or, if
needed, optical aids for magnification or technology for
collecting information, all to ensure the performance of the
activity in equal conditions.
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11.- EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
In order for educational content to reach all students on
equal terms, regardless of their abilities, it is necessary that
they are adapted to be accessible. In the case of students
with visual disabilities, it is necessary to adapt them so that
they can perceive them visually, by means of optical and nonoptical aids, and also be supported by the rest of the senses.
Technological and digital advances, and their ability to
magnify and visually bring information closer without losing
resolution, have meant a great advance in the access,
inclusion and normalization of students with visual disabilities
in the classroom. Even so, there are other educational
resources for all students, which can complement. Some of
them are:
In Mother Tongue Language and Foreign Languages.
 Guidelines of different thicknesses and sizes for the
learning of reading and writing, always with a good
contrast.
 Syllabic cards to form words to build words and phrases
 Simplification of images to work vocabulary.
 Avoid activities of relating images and words since the
affectation in the visual field increases their difficulty.
 Replacement of long texts by its auditions.
 Monitor the activities related to images since the details
usually go unnoticed.
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In the Scientific-Mathematical area.






Calculators with very large, digital or talking keys
Meter of adapted angles
Units of measure tables
Compass with adapter for pencil or thick-felt pen
Coins and bills adapted to reality
Measuring jugs with contrast
 Digital meter or Rule with very large and well
contrasted numbers
In the Area of Natural Sciences and Social Sciences.
 Three-dimensional reproductions (models, volcanoes,)
 Collections of relief sheets (human body, solar system
...)
 Material in relief for the social environment: giant maps,
atlas of geography, globe in relief, atlas of history,
illustrations and schemes.
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In the Artistic Education Area.
 As usually work is done on material with a white
background, avoid using the yellow color due to the low
contrast it produces and, consequently, the lack of
visibility.
 Provide models, for copying, adapted and with sufficient
contrast.
 In music, in cases where the student does not access
the scores, give him/her the musical notes of the melody
to memorize them.
 Prioritize the learning of the melodies and musical scale
in stringed instruments against the wind ones.
In the area of Physical Education.
 Contrasting materials
 Sound and light balls
 Clear differentiation, in team games, of the members of
the opponent through breastplates or other visible
materials
 Signaling the points of a circuit with keys
 Use of sound cues by the teacher to guide the
movement or the routes
 In persecution games clearly differentiate the student in
charge of this action
 In basket games, teach the space of the game previously
to the students with visual impairment
 When explaining an exercise or movement, it may also
be useful for the teacher to take the student with visual
impairment as a model so that the student interiorizes
the movement, even if he/she does not see it.
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12.- COMPLEMENTARY AGENTS
The educational inclusion of students with visual
impairment depends on the joint and coordinated
action of certain services and external agents to the
school institution: they are the specific support teams.
12.1.- The Specific Support Teams
In Spain, the current model of educational inclusion of
blind and visually impaired students has, without doubt, the
Specific Support Team of the O.N.C.E. (National
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Organization of the Blind of Spain), as its most characteristic
and significant basic element, complementing the work
carried out by the Psycho-pedagogical Teams of Educational
Guidance. This Specific Team has its simile in all the
countries collaborating in the project.
These teams are formed by different professionals,
directly related to the process of educational inclusion of
students with visual disabilities: psychologists, social workers,
technicians of integral rehabilitation, instructors of
tiflotechnology and, above all, by itinerant teachers.
From the actions of the itinerant teaching staff in support
of school inclusion, we must highlight:
- Advice to classroom teachers,
- The teaching of specific techniques to students,
- Adaptation,

accommodation

of

materials

and

provisioning of the specific material necessary for
access to the study program and
- Attention to families.
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12.2.- The family
Parents play an important role in the process of
integration and educational inclusion of the student with
visual disability, for which it is essential that they accept
realistically the visual impairment of the son or
daughter and its functional consequences.
The family is an essential key piece in the socialization
process; it is also an irreplaceable element for the promotion
of the son's or daughter's personal autonomy, for his/her
acceptance of their visual disability and for the acquisition of a
positive self-concept.
Their collaboration with the classroom teachers and
itinerant teachers is equally fundamental in school learning,
reinforcing at home the educational activity they perform in
school.
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THIRD PART
Relevant aspects for teachers with students with the
genetic condition of Albinism and/or visual
impairment.
13.- Evolutionary development in students with the
genetic condition of Albinism and/or visual impairment
14.- General adaptations to be taken into account for
the development of the Diversity Care Plan in schools
with students with Albinism and/or visual impairment
15.- Specific adaptations to be taken into account for
the development of the Diversity Care Plan in schools
with students with Albinism and/or visual impairmen.t
16.- Recommendations for the specific stimulation of
Reading and writing for students with Albinism and/or
visual impairment.
17.- Personal autonomy of students with Albinism and/or
visual impairment.
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13.- EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STUDENTS
WITH THE GENETIC CONDITION OF ALBINISM
AND/OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
13.1.- General development
When addressing the intervention with students with
visual impairment derived from the genetic condition of
Albinism, it is necessary to keep in mind some basic aspects
of evolutionary development and the consequences that this
genetic condition may have.
There is a generalized idea, in relation to children with
visual impairment, that having their visual capacity diminished,
they significantly develop the rest of their senses, although
this affirmation has not been verified to date; What is a fact is
that the general development, being its evolution very
dependent on the sensoperceptive system, can show
differences with respect to children with normal
vision, aspect that must be very present in the attention in
the classroom.
The development is similar to that of children with
normal vision, they go through the same stages, although they
do it in a different way; the difficulty is reflected in the
acquisition rate.
From birth, babies, relate the vision with the movements
of their hands, quickly learning to hold objects and find them
when they fall; as they grow they use a greater distance to
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find and observe objects. In the case of blindness and low
vision this possibility appears very reduced, taking time to
relate objects with sounds.
The context of children with severe visual impairment
can be difficult and inaccessible at times, generating fears and
insecurity that can lead to less motivation to move,
decreasing the number and variety of learning experiences.
To this we must add that if parents develop an
overprotective educational style may also have consequences
on their self-esteem and autonomy, and it may appear in a
future, social withdrawal with decreased participation in
social interactions between their peer group.
To summarize, severe visual impairment can have various
effects on the evolution and development of children, on their
balance and well-being. The relationship between severe visual
impairment and maturation is significant for many authors, since it
influences the relationship and communication of the child with
their environment, because it limits their participation and access
to information, and therefore, the development of language, the
appearance of the symbolic game and in other variables of the
evolutionary development (17)
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13.2.- Perceptual-sensory development
We perceive the information of our environment
through the senses, interpreting it through our attention,
emotions and our memory and organizing all this information
in an intelligent way to give a coherent interpretation;
children with visual impairment, by receiving visual stimuli in a
diminished and different way, make the most of other sensory
information, and it may seem that their auditory, gustatory,
kinesthetic and tactile acuity is greater.
The sensory images that they create will have more or
less visual content depending on the greater or lesser visual
disability, so, the lower vision a boy or girl has, their
memories will have more presence of auditory, kinesthetic,
olfactory memories, etc.
In spite of all this, around 12-14 years of age, the
learning process is similar for all students, visually
impaired or not, as long as they have been duly
stimulated.
SPATIAL KNOWLEDGE
Spatial orientation will be more difficult for
students with visual disabilities because hearing
and touch are not enough to interpret this type
of information. Not having all the spatial information
affects their mobility and orientation, their independence
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and relationship with the environment, impacting on
their personal autonomy, and maybe showing feelings
and behaviors of insecurity, fear, helplessness, anxiety,
sometimes passivity and blockage. This may have
repercussions on a lower search for exploratory
behaviors and social interaction that will lead to less
personal autonomy.
Children with severe visual impairment move less,
or less organized, tending to use less space to play than
children without visual impairment; since it is important
for all of them that when they play they have control of
space and security, when they have visual disability this
control is diminished.
KINESITIC AND TACTILE PERCEPTION
The Kinesthetic system informs people of body
position and movements of muscles and tendons, being
the tactile and auditory sense the main ways of
information and development.
Remember that in perception all the senses
intervene in interaction with cognitive processes that
help us to interpret the sensations (visual, auditory,
olfactory and tactile) that reach the brain, elaborating
knowledge and creating mental images.
In people with severe visual impairment, as it is the
case of those who have the genetic condition of
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Albinism, and especially in those cases where there is
total blindness, the combination between the kinesthetic
and tactile systems gives rise to a new perceptual system
: the haptic perception system; it would be the
result of tactile perception (of a static nature and that
would inform us of temperature, weight, consistency,
etc.) and kinesthetic perception (dynamic character that
would inform us of shape, texture, hardness, etc);
holding the object, the non-dominant hand would
provide static reference points while the dominant hand
would explore and perform movements on the object
gathering information until a global mental image of the
object is configured.
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
The auditory sense contributes great part of the
information of the surroundings for a person with visual
incapacity.
It enables social interaction, guidance and
communication. Researchers have observed that from
our early stages of development all babies turn their
heads towards the emitter of a sound, although we do
not acquire awareness of the emitting object until one
year has passed.
For a child with a visual disability it is difficult to
discriminate which sounds are important from those that
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are not, having to develop perceptive strategies that will
go from the attention and awareness of sounds to
selective listening and processing. The sounds are
important for orientation and mobility so it is important
that they are stimulated aurally, favoring the
development of their selective perception of
significant sounds together with the verbal language with
communicative intentions and always with the
precaution of not using loud, unexpected and
strong sounds because of the auditory
hypersensitivity they show.
OLFACTORY AND GUSTATORY PERCEPTION
Despite not giving it too much importance, the
exploration of the context through the sense of smell
and taste can provide information that
complements and qualifies the one given by the other
senses. The aroma can be useful to guide us in space or
to inform us of the proximity of other people.

13.3.- Psychomotor development
Several studies show that psychomotor development is
the basis for learning, intellectual development and the
maturity of the nervous system.
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If the student receives adequate stimulation,
psychomotor delays are avoided and the body schema is
developed, gait acquisition, grip, the organization of space and
time, learning of appropriate postures, spatial orientation,
personal autonomy... At birth, all children have the same
reflexes.
The girl and boy who sees, thanks to
environmental stimulation, spontaneously develops
their psychomotor skills and, on the contrary, the
child with visual impairment has a certain delay in the
acquisition of motor development, especially in
activities related to movement. An adequate motivation
that helps them to explore and interact with their
environment, recognize space and the things that are in it, will
favor general motor development. When they do not have
enough stimuli or, on the contrary, we over stimulate them,
you can see motor stereotypes (repetitive actions, which do
not respond to any specific objective - trunk swing, eye
pressure with the hand, flapping - or verbal habits, as an
automatic repetition of very short words or phrases without
waiting for an answer, rigid and limited behaviors used as a
guideline for social response).
Some authors explain these stereotypies so typical of
children with visual impairment because there is a gap
between their neurological maturity (which in principle would
allow them to perform more movements) and the delay in
mobility or lack of motivation to move, since they do not he
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sees the environment properly and is not attracted to
anything that is outside, because he does not see it.

13.4.- Cognitive development
Cognitive development is a dynamic process resulting
from the interaction of the child with his environment
through which he/she selects and assimilates concepts
resulting from the physical relations of the objects, of the
people, between each other and himself/herself; In short, it is
a process of thought structuring that would go from
abstraction to generalization.
Since the sense of sight is a priority source of reception
of information of the environment, in children with visual
impairment there would be a limitation in the interpretation
of this information as it will arrive incompletely, having to
access more actively to the other senses.
We have already anticipated that development is the
fruits of the child's interaction with the environment; the
child perceives stimuli, selects, organizes and assimilates
them. With the view, he/she analyzes what is happening
around him/her, communicates with the people around
him/her and anticipates what is going to happen.
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When the sense of sight is compromised the
interpretation of the stimuli of the environment in its
early stages of life, since they arrive incompletely, can
cause a slower cognitive development and
qualitatively different from that of a girl or boy who sees
completely; the objects that he/she perceives and that attract
his/her attention are less numerous than the visuals, so
he/she will have fewer opportunities to develop some skills,
being able to condition aspects of his development and
evolution.
Although this is the case in most cases, there are other
factors that can affect the cognitive development of children
with visual impairment derived from the genetic condition of
Albinism, among others: the specific limitation of their
sensory input (visual acuity, visual field, functionality, etc.),
his/her slowness in processing perceptually, the
environmental limitation to which it may be exposed,
difficulties it may have to interact and absence of adequate
stimulating environments.
Although there is no concrete research in relation to the
average cognitive competence in students with Albinism, the
vast majority of professionals who have treated and worked
with them describe them as students with great cognitive
competence, generally higher than the average. The student
with Albinism is usually curious, restless and with hyperactive
behaviors, behaviors that often result in a diagnosis of ADHD
(attention deficit hyperactivity disorder F90.1 [314.01]) and
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the least with the diagnosis of ADD (attention deficit
disorder with predominance of attention deficit F90.0
[314.00]); often misdiagnosis and for which psychostimulants
are prescribed.
A good diagnosis of ADHD or ADD in students with
Albinism should always be based on a thorough psychological
exploration.
This exploration should always include both behavioral
aspects observable in all the student's environments and
individual cognitive aspects in the student: Attention,
Impulsivity and Control of behavioral inhibition, and always
taking into account the specific needs to explore and learn
that usually show.

13.5.- Affective-emotional development
Emotional development is in all children, with or without
disabilities, the motor of general development; «The laws of
the human psyche are universal, what changes are the
circumstances in which each subject must face life» (17).
All children have to assimilate and adapt
progressively to the world around them, constituting
visual disability a risk factor for emotional
development, especially due to the repercussions that
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this causes in the immediate environment of the child
and his family, specially, in their relationship with the
mother. The behavior of the child and its development
depend on the parents (more specifically the main carer),
conditioning the response of the child with their interactions
and responses.
We all know the importance of the child's relationship
with his/her parents, especially at the beginning, when the
affective bond of the baby is mainly established with his/her
mother. This first contact is made especially through the gaze.
The lack of vision and the uniqueness of people with
Albinism related to their lack of pigmentation can condition
this first relationship by doing it on spontaneous dialogue,
stimulation and imitation since it is through the gaze that the
emotional bond is fostered, for this reason it is necessary for
parents to learn to identify the signs that guarantee the
establishment of a good emotional bond, germ of a secure
attachment in the boy and girl with visual disability and base
of a positive emotional development.
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14.- GENERAL GUIDELINES TO BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DIVERSITY CARE PLAN IN SCHOOLS WITH STUDENTS
WITH ALBINISM AND/OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
On May 3, 2008, the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities of the UN entered into force and was
ratified by Spain on November 23, 2007 (BOE 96 /
21.04.2008).
In the article 24 of that convention, the
participating States recognize the right of persons
with disabilities to education for what, to make this
right effective, without discrimination, and guarantee
equality of opportunities, they will ensure an inclusive
education system for all levels, of quality and free, in
equal conditions with the rest of the students, in the
community where they live.
To this end, within the framework of the general
education system, reasonable adjustments will be made,
depending on individual needs, to provide the necessary
support to students with visual impairment related to their
genetic status of Albinism (in our case) facilitating
personalized and effective support measures in educational
environments that maximize academic and social
development, in accordance with the objective of full
inclusion.
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In Spain, and more specifically in the Valencian
Community, it is defined that the educational centers have
the responsibility of attending individually and inclusively the
students with specific educational needs, such as those with
the genetic condition of albinism, having its educational
guidance services the responsibility for defining, guiding and
monitoring the process of their educational care with the
guarantee of compliance with all the principles defined in the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities of the
UN. In this context of educational inclusion, the need to
determine the aids (material, technical, professional and
methodological) required to progress in the least restrictive
educational context is proposed.
The educational center is, in general terms, the place
where children will spend the most time, for this reason and
in order to create inclusive environments, its design
and adaptation must take into account criteria of
total accessibility.
14.1.- In the center
It would be desirable that the design of all the centers would
meet criteria of accessibility and inclusiveness for all
disabilities, with small accessibility adjustments being made
when required, although we know the great difficulty that this
entails since it is the responsibility of most public
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administrations in Europe and not of the educational
communities, who can only transmit the need.

Figure 13. Architectural elements with contrast, color and texture.
Image owned by ANS
The minimum conditions of accessibility that would
respond to the needs of students with severe visual
impairment that we propose are:


Eliminate as much as possible barriers to avoid
accidents; In the event that this is difficult to comply
with, they must be properly signaled (for example,
with Pictograms) and well in advance by clear
indications in their message and with criteria of
maximum visibility (size, location, contrast, etc.); This
is something to take into account especially in fixed
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elements such as columns, stairs, windows, doors,
radiators, wardrobes, doorbells, etc.




Take into account the physical conditions of the
spaces avoiding illuminations that produce glare
and favoring increasing the contrast of those
spaces that need to be highlighted.
The presence of mirrors and shiny floors can
also negatively affect visibility due to the large
number of reflections they produce. Good lighting
always improves visibility and consequently visual
functioning, however, an increase in illumination does
not necessarily imply better visibility; In the case of
students with albinism, the increase in lighting results
in greater glare and, consequently, less visibility and
visual functioning.

Figure 13. Accessible itinerary.Photo Owned by Escolapias Valencia
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 Design and indicate “accessible itineraries” to
reach all the services of the school, not only the
classroom; in many cases it is not taken into account
the accessibility -among others- of gyms, auditorium,
dining room, library, nursing, classrooms of specialist
teachers and administration.
 Design of recreation areas, by differentiated
spaces.

14.2.- In the classroom
The classroom is the place of the school center where,
by far, the student with albinism spends more time, therefore,
it must meet the same criteria of accessibility in its adequacy
and design, and inclusion; The spatial distribution, lighting,
design and arrangement of furniture should be designed to
promote communication and work, both individually and as a
team, allowing comfortable mobility.
Some of the proposals we make are:
 As much as possible, cabinets and shelves should be
attached to the wall and reach the floor, avoiding
protrusions that may be dangerous. It should be
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avoided that these furnitures are too high since the
material they keep has to be easily accessible.
 Posters, both informative and illustrative should be
placed so that there is the possibility of approaching
up to 5 cm and must be placed at a height that
allows reading.


Figure 15. Distribution of a classroom adapted for student with
visual disability. Photo owned by ALBA.
 In relation to the desks of the students, they
should be distributed in the classroom in a manner
that favors both individual and team work,
allowing a high degree of personal concentration as
well as good communication between classmates.
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 Access to the point of study must be
comfortable; must be located next to the teacher
and at a point in the classroom with good lighting (if
possible the light source will be behind and side to
avoid reflections) so that he/she has maximum
visibility of the blackboard, computer and other
optical materials with which he/she works.
 The teacher should never be placed back to the
light, especially if he/she is making an explanation
because the student with visual impairment would be
dazzled. When the teacher is explaining while writing
on the board, he/she will take special care to position
him/herself so that he/she does not cover the writing
and the student loses information.
 The desk of students with albinism, in addition to
being located in the front row, in front of the
blackboard and next to the teacher, must be of a
sufficient size that allows to have a computer,
tablet and other work materials easily and safe.
Since the use of technology implies connection to the
electrical network, it would be convenient for these
to be located in such a way that they are not
obstacles for the student. Since the need to use
technological material in a permanent way conditions
that the desk of the student can not be changed in the
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classroom, it will be of special interest that this does
not suppose a reason for isolation of the rest of
classmates.
 The material that is in the classroom to
support learning, mainly that which involves reading
must be accessible, that is, it must be large enough
so the student with severe visual impairment related
to the genetic condition of albinism can access it.
In the cases where this can not be like that, it would be
useful for the teacher to have computer software that can
magnify the texts that are not accessible, allowing them to be
read on the computer screen and even listen to them using a
voice synthesizer.
We do not distinguish with specific classrooms such as
gymnasium, computers room, etc. because they must meet
the same criteria as the ordinary classroom. The fact that we
do not focus on these is not because we think they are not
so important, quite the opposite; in many occasions, due to
the little time they spend in these classrooms, no proper
attention is paid from the school center, recommending that
the access measures are included in the access adaptation
that these students must have.
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14.3.- In the dining room, library, assembly hall, etc..
The DINING ROOM in addition to being a space
where a basic need is met (eating) is an educational space of
relationships in which we acquire food habits, postural, we
develop fine motor skills, we relate among equals, etc, so
both in its design and planning have to take into account
also criteria of accessibility that also converts them into
inclusive contexts: the size and shape of the tables and chairs,
their location in space, the correct signage of each of the
areas activities (cutlery, plates, napkins, trays, garbage cans,
etc.) help to promote the personal autonomy of the student
with visual impairment, their acquisition of habits, behavioral
self-control and indirectly to develop perception of selfefficacy that will lead to developing a positive self-esteem.

Figure 16. Dining room in a school center. Photo Owned by
Escolapias Valencia.
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An aspect that is not usually considered is the contrast
of the crockery and cutlery, especially in the storage area,
in addition to the non-signage of some condiments, so we
recommend to look for the maximum contrast by using
tablecloths both in the area of storage as on the tables.
Searching the maximum contrast is not achieved by
looking for utensils of different colors as this could cause the
opposite effect, we refer to look for tablecloths of a color
(ideally smooth) contrasted with the tableware.
We propose the need for auxiliary dining staff that
will act as support for those students with needs that
require it, in our case derived from visual impairment, with
the objective of exercising guided modeling and supervision;
in students of five to seven years old, their role of guided
modeling will be more present, progressively passing to
supervision.

The AUDITORIUM of the school must meet the
accessibility and design measures that the rest of the center
has.
As an accessibility adjustment for pupils with visual
disabilities, the center will have audiovisual technology
that allows them to see what happens on stage (show, film,
exhibition, etc ...) through a computer screen.
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Figure 17. School auditorium
When possible, the technical means will be placed
in the first row in an accessible manner and in a way
that is more inclusive. The student will be behind the
computer screen always being accompanied by their
classmates; occasionally, trying to promote the accessibility
of students with visual disabilities, their social inclusion has
not been taken into account, taking measures that have
allowed access to information but has meant the separation
of their peers.
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15.- SPECIFIC ADAPTATIONS TO BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DIVERSITY CARE PLAN IN SCHOOLS WITH ALBINISM
AND/OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT I
The specific adaptations for students with visual disabilities
are elaborated educational strategies that allow to
make the teaching-learning process accessible to these
students.
These adaptations attempt to respond to the individual
needs presented in a general way by students with the genetic
condition of albinism, taking into account, in addition, their
personal educational history, motivation and interest, rhythm
and learning style. Adaptation is therefore a personal measure
that attempts to adjust the ordinary study program to the
needs and possibilities of the students in an individualized and
inclusive manner.
ADAPTATIONS
OF ACCESS
1. Technical or material resources
Adaptation of access to information
Activities, ICTs, Apps and Optical aids
2. Human Resources
PT, Psychologist, Professor of support, Association
of low vision.
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ACI
1. Activities.
2. Temporalization
Extra time in exams and activities.
3. Methodology.
Objectives and Contents, Evaluation and Methodology.
4. Organization.
Lighting, mobile and fixed elements, spaces, location in the
classroom.
Figure 18. Conceptual map of Curricular Adaptations
Adaptations can be of two types: access adaptations and
non-significant curricular adaptations. These measures are
included within the legislative framework for students with a
need for educational support in Spain.
15.1.- Access adaptations
In Spain and more specifically in the Valencian
Community, it is considered that "when the educational
needs of the students derive from personal conditions of
motor, sensory or psychic disability that prevent the use of
ordinary means of access to the educational system, the
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teaching center schooling these students will propose
an adaptation of access to the study program
consisting of the extraordinary endowment of
technical or material resources, or the intervention of
a specialized professional that allows you to access
learning. In that case, adaptations of access to the study
program made in previous courses will be taken into account;
in particular, this type of adaptation is the one that must
always be carried out for students with visual disabilities.
To carry out the access adaptations to the study
program, the following procedure will be followed:
1. Before the start of the course or when the possible
special educational needs of a student are detected
by the faculty of the group to which they belong,
the tutor of said group-classroom will complete the
initial data sheet of the adaptation of access to the
study program and will be processed by the School
Psychopedagogical Service or the School
Psychopedagogical Cabinet authorized to carry out
the mandatory psychopedagogical evaluation.
2. The authorized School Psychopedagogical Service
or School Psychological Educational Cabinet will
complete the protocol of the psychopedagogical
evaluation of the special educational needs of the
student. In accordance with said evaluation, it will
issue the corresponding report in which it will
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indicate the proposal of adaptation of access to the
study program.
3. The School Psycho-pedagogical Service or the
authorized Educational Psychological Cabinet will
send the complete file to the center's address,
which will be resolved.
4. In the centers supported by public funds, the
center's management, in view of the file, will
request the individual material or technical
resources through the corresponding territorial
directions. The files relating to individual technical
aids for students with special educational needs will
be resolved by the General Directorate of
Educational Centers.
5. In the assumption that the adaptation of access to
the study program will involve the intervention of
some personal resource for the attention of
students with special educational needs, it will be
requested in accordance with the order”.
In a more summary form, they would consist of the
modification or provision of special resources (technical and
human) so that students with educational needs, in this case
derived from severe visual impairment, can access the general
study program without affecting it. We would be talking
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about access adaptations in architecture, lighting conditions,
adaptation of furniture, introduction of support teachers in
the educational process, as well as the introduction of
technical and technological aids.
The design of an access adaptation requires
interdisciplinary work among different members of the
educational community, being essential a coordinated and
networked work, since a satisfactory educational and social
inclusion is at stake.
In relation to this point, the severe visual disability that
in most cases the students with genetic condition of albinism
presents, can be improved through the use of optical, nonoptical and technological aids whose purpose is to increase
and "bring" the image of objects.
We can improve visual efficiency through strategies,
techniques and instruments that operate in different ways: on
the one hand, some will get the image closer and on the
other hand there are others that would zoom in the image
through optical, electronic and digital means.
Adaptations of access to the study place can be carried
out mainly through two groups of aids: technical or material
resources and human resources.
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15.1.1.-Technical resources
15.1.1.1. Non-optical aids
It refers to "primary and natural" strategies and
techniques that would not imply the use of another material.
It would be:
Approach to the work material, although it is a
useful and immediate strategy, it has the disadvantage that it
produces a lot of discomfort in the back, as well as by
decreasing the distance with the material, so does the visual
field.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 19. Student with albinism approaching his work material
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This strategy also produces lack of brightness due to the
shadow of the boy or girl.
This strategy is only useful at early ages since with age
the lens accommodation decreases and, with it, the visual
efficiency.
Illumination. Good lighting always improves visibility
and consequently visual functioning, however, not always
increasing the lighting increases visibility; it is the concrete
case of albinism that, with a great photophobia, a great
illumination would result in a visual malfunction.

Figure 20. Cold light lamp
The best light is the natural one, but without affecting
directly on the work table: the best location is the light from
the side and sometimes from behind, never from the front. If
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there is not enough natural light, it is possible to resort to
artificial light through diffuse lighting throughout the room, so
that it does not produce glare, and indirect lighting that
generates the least number of shadows that can produce
distortions and confusion in the work material.
The work table can also affect the greater or lesser
illumination, thus matte finishes improve the illumination
better than the finishes with brightness since the first ones do
not produce brillance and consequently glare. These
considerations have to be taken into account both in the
classroom and at home.
Contrast. It is understood by contrast the difference of
illumination of two objects that are together, highlighting the
one that is more illuminated.

Figures 21 a . Different types of contrast for first ages.
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Figures 21 b. Different types of contrast
With equal lighting the contrast will be given by the color as
they reflect luminosity; the best contrast will be given by
black-white or yellow-black couples. The use of yellow filters
on top of a black text and typescopes also favor it. Pens of
black ink, instead of blue, pencils with soft mine (0 and 1) and
notebooks with contrasting pattern can also be useful.
Lectern. It consists of a variable inclination board where
books or other documents are placed that will bring closer to
the eyes, more or less, of the student with visual disability
looking for a better efficiency of their visual rest.
This fact causes them to lean over the board adopting
awkward and inappropriate postures for the spine. They are
usually used as a tabletop, although there are other variants:
standing and table with reclining board.
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Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figura 22. Student with albinism working with lectern
Macro-type. It consists of increasing the size of the
printed text through various techniques: manuscript
expansion, projective expansion, electronic and mechanical.
Although in the past it was a widespread methodology in its
printed version despite its drawbacks, the great advance in
computer and digital technology makes it currently used in
specific situations.
The great introduction of computer technology in the
classrooms, the numerous information magnification systems
on the computer screen and text processing softwares in the
market have meant a qualitatively significant leap towards
greater accessibility and inclusion, allowing that with the same
methodology it can be used jointly by students without
educational needs and others with educational needs (in our
case derived from visual disability), as is the case of those
with the genetic condition of albinism.
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Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 23. Music score in macro-type
Type of writing. The written text used by students
with visual disabilities must meet a series of requirements
that ensure the best conditions of readability, so we must
take into account some criteria when choosing a written text
or manuscript. Some of these criteria are: clarity (with a few
uppercase letters), it should not be wider than it is tall, with
spaces, without too long lines (it can be read with few hits)
and if read on paper it should not be too slim (the letters are
transparent hindering clarity), and be matte (avoid
brightness).
At present, the existence of technological and digital
devices such as the touch screen and the Tablet facilitate the
zooming of the text at will of students with Albinism, so if
they use the size of the original letter is less important.
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Figure 24. Letter types
15.1.1.2.- Optical aids
The most frequent optical resources are:
Convex lenses. They create a larger image in the retina
not requiring effort to focus. They can be mounted on all
types of glasses (monocular / binocular) and can be unifocal
or bifocal.
Although they have great advantages they have the
disadvantages of obstructing the lighting and of not being
aesthetic, producing rejection for aesthetic reasons.
Magnifying glasses. They are convex lenses mounted
on devices that students will place according to their needs.
They can be manual or with support.
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Figure 25. Student with albinism using magnifying glass for
reading
The manual magnifying glasses are placed in a certain
position over the object and it’s moved by hand.
On the contrary, the magnifier glasses with support, as
their name indicates, are in a support and it is not necessary
to move them by hand; they can be of fixed focus and
focusable. The difference between fixed focus loupes and
focusable loupes is that the first ones are placed at a
comfortable distance for the student and while the focusable
loupes the eye is placed on the lens.
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Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 26. Female student using a telescope
Telescopes and telemicroscopes.
They are
instruments that consist of several lenses allowing to observe
objects; there are for far and near or intermediate distances.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 27. Student using Television Magnifying glass
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Although they are very useful for displacements, they
have the disadvantage of being difficult to focus, requiring
previous training, they decrease the depth of field compared
to magnifying glasses and glasses, and the visual field
decreases.
As in the case of convex lenses, it frequently produces
rejection for aesthetic reasons.
Magnifier-television. Also called Teleloupe is an
zooming system that allows to increase the image on the
screen of a monitor, achieving increases of up to 60 times. It
allows to use it at the same time as other manual tasks are
carried out; there are models with very useful features for
students with visual disabilities derived from the genetic
condition of albinism: they invert the order of the colors in
background-writing avoiding photophobia, it marks a line with
the possibility of covering the rest in the manner of a
typoscope. It has the disadvantage of its great weight and
volume, and its high cost, which shows many resistances in its
use.
Radio loupe. Similar to the teleloupe, it consists
essentially of a mini-camera and a magnifying lens, which
sends a signal to a conventional television receiver through an
antenna. It has the advantage of being able to send this signal
to several receivers, and several people can collect the same
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information at the same time. Unlike the teleloupe, it is easily
transportable.
Absorption lenses or filters. They are lenses that
reduce part of the light spectrum, absorbing ultraviolet light.
When there is great photophobia, as it is in students with
albinism, neutral density filters are recommended, and
yellow/orange or red, as it increases the contrast. In general
terms, it is an optical aid that favors visual effectiveness by
reducing glare and improving adaptation to light changes and
increasing contrast.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 28. Child with absorption lenses
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High contrast magnetic board.
These are
illuminated blackboards on which fluorescent markers are
used, which generate a high contrast when they receive the
light; having the dark background produces a NEON effect.
The blackboard is composed of a crystal that receives Led
light or Black light by its sides; behind the glass there is a dark
surface, so that the light reflects illuminating the strokes of
the fluorescent markers, thus causing a high contrast between
the dark background and the illuminated fluorescent colors. It
generates an effect very similar to that of NEON lights.
The messages and drawings are made with special markers of
fluorescent pigments and water based.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 29. High contrast blackboard
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When the LED board is lit, the diodes, located under the
frame, send the light through the glass and this reflects on the
strokes of the marker creating an authentic luminous neon
effect. The surface of the blackboard can be polymethyl
methacrylate or crystal. To erase, the hand is simply used.
We think it is a very interesting resource because of the
high contrast it offers, but we have only seen it in Milan
(specifically in the "Scoula Media Statale Vivaio" and we have
not found commercials that distribute it.

15.1.1.3.- Technological and digital aids
The support technologies that are currently being
implemented in digital classrooms are, in general terms, the
following:
Digital board. It is a technological system, generally
composed of a computer and a video projector, which allows
to project digital content in a format suitable for group
viewing. You can interact on the projected images using the
peripherals of the computer: mouse, keyboard. The
projection surface can be a whiteboard (recommended), a
projection screen or even a white wall.
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Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 30. Classroom with digital blackboard
The interaction is necessarily done with the peripherals
of the computer, which it is convenient that are wireless
Bluetooth type.
Interactive digital board. Like the digital blackboard,
this is a technological system that allows to project on an
interactive surface digital contents in an ideal format for
group visualization and that allows to interact directly on the
projection surface.
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Figure 31. Diagram of elements of an interactive digital
whiteboard
The added value that it offers in front of the digital board
is that it allows to interact directly on the projection surface
by means of a pointer pen or with your fingers if it is a tactile
one. The projection surface is usually a white board that
includes inside the pointer control device; there is a version
in which the transportable external box can be attached to
any whiteboard, called a portable interactive digital
whiteboard, and another version that allows moving from one
place to another by putting a stand pedestal.
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Prototype Vega 1.0. It is a system designed for
people with low vision to follow a class, talk or presentation
through their portable device anywhere in the room.
It consists of a camera system and a software designed
for that purpose, which allows three simultaneous signals to
be sent in real time (without latency): the image of the
speaker with real time follow-up, the presentation signal
projected by the speaker (the screen of the speaker's
computer, projected through a projector) and the image of
the board (in case there is one and the speaker had used it to
write something in it).
The assistant with low vision receives these three signals and
can alternate any of them on the screen. The software also
allows zooming of any of them, expanding as much as
necessary the area that needs to be seen in larger size, as well
as changing the contrast being able to pass it to the binary
image. This allows for example to put what is in the
presentation or on the blackboard on a black background
with white letters or vice versa (white background with black
letters).
The system is totally portable, not requiring installation
(just plug it into the power outlet). (18) (19)
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Figure 32. Camera of Prototype Vega 1.0
AbleCenter® It is a system that allows to zoom any
content in the classroom using a camera and a computer.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 33. Presentation of AbleCenter®
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The camera installed on the ceiling retransmits the
images wirelessly to the devices of the attendees facilitating
the reading of any text or the visualization of any content. (20)
Individual monitor of the digital board. The use of
digital whiteboards has revolutionized the way of teaching,
but for people with albinism they are still a blackboard that is
inaccessible to them, so the use of an individual monitor
connected to the digital board can be the solution. It will
prevent the student from getting up from his/her site to have
access to the information that is reflected in it and be an
integrating element in the classroom. It should not be
forgotten that in order for the monitor to be a useful tool, it
is necessary to always extend the activity to be carried out
from the blackboard, always checking that the students access
the information with this increase or
if it is insufficient.
Laptop. For students with
visual impairment are recommended
with monitors of 21 inches or
greater, both desktop and tablet
computers.
Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 34. Student with computer
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The use of minicomputers, with screens of a size of 9 or
10 inches, and taking into account the vision characteristics of
these students, is, in most cases, a problem of accessibility,
even using adaptations such as screen magnifiers, since the
size of this one does not allow ─in the moment in which a
zoom higher than 2x is used- the entrance of sufficient
information to be able to work properly. The use of a
computer or another, is based on the size of the screen and
the vision characteristics of the student, so the choice of this
will result from the exploration of the visual functionality and
the decision of the measures that guarantee his/her
accessibility.

Photo: Ana Yturralde

Figure 35. Student with Tablet on lectern stand.
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Tablet. The use of Tablet has been beneficial for many
students with serious vision problems, given their size, weight
and location and positioning possibilities, allows students a
great flexibility when working. The student with severe visual
impairment can choose the inclination of the screen, the
proximity to it, control the brightness, etc.
They also offer the possibility of working directly on the
screen using a pencil that acts as a mouse, which favors eyehand coordination and increases simplicity of management
and motivation.
There is a great introduction of this technology in
schools, equipping all students with Tablets regardless of their
educational needs -normally 9.7 inches, which has evidenced
the need to change them for larger ones since although they
have access resources, they are not functional enough. In
those centers where students have been provided with
tablets whose screens are not functional for them, they have
been diagnosed with the use of larger screens. Normally 13inch screens are being used.

Screen Reviewers. The screen reviewers are a type of
software that allows the student with severe visual
impairment to access the different functions of the computer,
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facilitating its management. This implies two fundamental
functions: on the one hand, that the user can detect the
elements that are displayed on the screen at all times, and, on
the other hand, that the user interacts with the applications,
filling edit boxes, selecting list elements, reading -through a
speech synthesis or braille through a braille line─ text boxes,
or any other actions that need to be done to manage an
application. This interaction, obviously, must be done through
the use of the keyboard, since a blind person can not use the
mouse. Currently there are different screen reviewers, some
of them freely available and others paid.
Touch screen. The touch screen is a monitor
connected to the computer that has the peculiarity of being
able to work directly by pressing the fingers on the screen
itself. The functions of clicking, right clicking, dragging,
activating links can be performed with the fingers... With one
finger on the screen we can perform the same functions as
with the mouse.
Interactive digital screen. It is another type of screen
on which you can work with your finger or with a magnetic
pencil, instead of a mouse. They are of different sizes, the
most common being 15, 17 or 19 inches. The screen is glass,
flat and with more or less inclination possibilities, which
allows the visual deficient student to adapt it to his lighting
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needs. When acting as a computer screen, it can be
configured according to the needs of the student with visual
impairment. This screen has to be connected to an image
source, either directly to a computer or to a projector.
They include specific software ─as well as the digital
whiteboards that allow the digital functions of interactive
digital displays to be used to a greater extent.
Among them we can highlight the possibility of recording
audio and video of everything executed on them. This allows
the student to repeat the class when needed. This type of
screens allows students not only to follow the class from
their study position, but also to work from their screen and
to have their work reflected on the class screen.

Photo: Owned by ALBA

Figure 36. Student using an interactive digital screen

Virtual platforms. The maximum introduction of
digital technology in schools has had as continuity the
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implementation of virtual platforms as the basic context of
curricular materials; In this way, the printed books disappear
and they are introduced to these virtual platforms for the
consultation, study and work of the students. They serve to
host didactic material and learning activities in a virtual
environment, in a logical and organized manner according to
the structure of an academic program in order to make them
available to students and teachers, and establish educational
relationships.
Although this has been a great economic, ergonomic,
time and educational quality advantage, it has meant a decline
in the accessibility of people with visual impairment since,
beyond the accessibility that allows the basic applications of
the technological device (in most cases iPad) it only allows
magnifications of x3, totally insufficient to be functionally
accessible for students with severe visual impairment as is the
case of people with the genetic condition of albinism. Until
the virtual platforms do not solve these obstacles we defend
the alternative use of another file format with demonstrated
accessibility and that to date has been a breakthrough
without supposing any extra cost for the publisher, neither
for the school, nor for the family; We are talking about books
in PDF format.
Software. As we have already anticipated, as a general
rule, both PC computers, Laptops and Tablet are usually
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accompanied by software that allows the recording of
screenshots or everything done on the board through video,
so that they can repeat all or part of the session of the
professor's work without having to be taking notes and
favoring his understanding of the explanation. Also useful are
the accessibility functions developed in the operating systems
installed in the computers ─ which allow modifying the
parameters in terms of size of icons, menus, cursor bars, as
well as the chromatic contrast of them─. But for students
with severe visual impairment as is the case of people with
the genetic condition of albinism is not enough, even virtual
platforms introduced in schools replacing books and other
printed materials with a marked purpose of accessibility and
inclusion have been able to solve this obstacle. To date, the
format of PDF files is the one that has given the best
response.
The different publishing houses, not always with the
desired speed, have provided PDF format materials for
students with visual impairment which has allowed access to
the same materials and at the same time as their peers. They
can be used to consult and even write on any technological
device (digitizing tablet, tablet, PC and laptop) as long as you
have the right software; These are Adobe Acrobat, Adobe
Reader and Pdf Annotator all developed by Adobe
Systems.
The PDF format (Portable Document Format) shows the
text with a very ordered visual design allowing a large
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extension without significant loss of the document visibility.
They are very popular and have versions for the most used
operating systems: Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, iOS,
Android and Windows Phone. Using the PDF Annotator
application students would have all the aforementioned
benefits in addition to the possibility of writing with a
magnetic pen, and with the finger, on a digitizing screen. In all
cases the final document, with the annotations added, could
be saved and printed.
To date, it is the format that is giving the best response.
Directive 2014/26 / EU of the European Parliament and
of the Council of February 26, 2014, together with Directive
(EU) 2017/1564 of the European Parliament and of the
Council, of September 13, 2017 - in its Article 31b.
"accessibility for people with disabilities" has been a great
advance in the accessibility of students with visual disabilities according to its point 2 "In those special cases that do not
conflict with the normal exploitation of the work, and that do
not prejudice in excess the legitimate interests of the right
holder, the authorized entities established in Spain that
produce copies in accessible format of works for the
exclusive use of blind people, visually impaired or with other
difficulties to access printed texts, may carry out the acts of
the previous section, in the manner referred to in it, for the
exclusive use of said beneficiaries or of an authorized entity
established in any Member State of the European Union"
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Screen readers. They consist of a software that reads
both the text and the individual elements that make up the
computer screen. It reads aloud, being able to listen to it
through the speakers of the computer and/or through the
headphones, if they are connected. Among other possibilities,
they can even describe icons and graphics.
They are initially designed for students with total
blindness, but are also useful for students with albinism
and/or with visual impairment as they help to reduce visual
fatigue.
Digital books. Also known as fluid eBooks, the
reformatting devices respond to the specific needs of
students with visual disabilities as they have the ability to
change the size, contrast, font, background and colors of the
plane. The two most popular reformatting ebook formats are
Mobi for Amazon Kindle and epub for all other major
devices, including Apple's iPad and iPhone, B & N's Nook,
Kobo, Google Play and OverDrive. A reformatting document
is a document that can automatically rearrange its design to
suit any output device.
Ebooks can be read for audio assistance, both with a
smartphone and a tablet.
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Telephone devices. Some smartphones and tablets
come with default accessibility options, such as enlargement,
color inversion, audio output, etc.
In particular, Apple devices are equipped with an
integrated screen reader called Voice Over, which is preinstalled on all Apple devices, including smartphones, tablets,
televisions and watches.
Android OS devices have a similar application called
Talk Back, which is often already installed on devices or can
be installed manually.
The Daisy format improves the particular
characteristics that enrich the reading experience, such as
navigation, markers, spelling, adding notes, etc.
Voice synthesizer. It is software that converts a text
from an electronic document into an audio file using a
synthesized voice very similar to the human voice. Voice
synthesis software is available in several languages and can
coexist on the same device, making it easier for students
studying a foreign language to convert long blocks of text into
audio format. In addition, some text readers combine the
magnifying glass with the vocal synthesis, which allows the
student to listen the text and visualize it at the same time,
which allows activating both the visual and auditory
perceptions.
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Robobraille service. It is a service that allows
converting digital material into accessible alternative formats
for students with albinism and/or visual impairment.
With free access via email and its web
http://www.robobraille.org can convert educational materials
and other text materials in a variety of accessible formats,
including mp3 files, e-books, digital audiobooks and Daisy. It is
also useful to convert scanned images and pdf files, in more
accessible formats.
RoboBraille offers pupils with visual impairment and/or
albinism the possibility of converting Word documents, Math
Thype in Daisy (Audio), e-book, EPUB, EPUB3, Mobi Pocket
(Electronic Book) and documents that would otherwise be
inaccessible, as image files in gif, tiff, jpg, bmp, pcx, dcx, j2k,
jp2, jpx, djv and pdf with only images, as well as all kinds of
pdf files can be converted to more accessible formats
including structured pdf documents, doc , docx, Word xml,
xls, xlsx, csv, text, rtf and html. Word and rtf files are
converted into PDF or pdf files according to the format
specified by the user in the Subject field, for example, txt or
pdf.
The knowledge of this service comes from Italy, where
it seems that its use is more frequent, being able to be useful
in other European countries since in its service of conversion
they include voices of high quality in the languages -among
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others- English, Italian, Danish, Spanish; as of today it does
not include the Norwegian language.
15.1.2.- Human resources
In the process of Teaching/learning of students with
albinism and/or visual impairment should be involved with
the tutor all necessary professionals so that students
can successfully perform specific adaptive measures
for access to the study program.
The assignment of the appropriate professionals will
be defined in the access adaptation (or intervention plan)
guaranteeing their participation in a coordinated manner.
The coordination will be the responsibility of the tutor
who will be in charge of transferring the pertinent
information to all the staff that works with this student body.
In this team, the role of the specialist teacher of the
specific team of educational attention to blind or low vision
people is fundamental, and must participate actively in the
decisions regarding adaptation.
The family is a human resource to take into account
when carrying out the adaptation; they are the ones who best
know the specific needs of their sons and daughters, being
able to help the team in making decisions.
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The school must take into account the presence of these
students when designing their plan of attention to diversity: in
the case of carrying out groupings, flexible groups,
reinforcements, etc..., they should contemplate both "the
best grouping" for them and "the most appropriate teaching
staff" to assist them.

15.2.- Individualized
significant)

curricular

adaptations

(not

They are learning support strategies that affect the
objectives, content, methodology and criteria of evaluation of
elements of the non-prescriptive study program to adjust the
degree of difficulty to the level of competence of the student,
and their learning style, they have therefore a preventive
nature and compensation of the difference.
They are an ordinary measure.
They are assumable by the tutor in the classroom.
They can not represent a curricular lag of more than
two academic years. They affect the methodology (didactic
procedures, activities and materials), the assessment
instruments, the type of programmed activities, the timing
and the organization. It would be, for example:
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1. Changes in timing, that is to say, allow more time
for the acquisition of certain knowledge and/or
practice of these, which are more difficult for students
because of their visual disability. It also includes giving
more time for exams.
2. Include cross-sectionally certain learning
necessary for the student with visual disability in the
curricular contents. For example, spatial concepts
(left, right, above, below, etc.) are of vital importance
for his/her movements.
3. It is also interesting to introduce specific
objectives that are not part of the ordinary study
program such as: visual stimulation, use of technical
instruments, learning the use of the cane and the
technical material and activities of development of
autonomy in daily life.
4. Adaptation of the contents prioritizing one
over others or modifying the sequence of these.
Sometimes it is convenient to eliminate or minimize
certain contents that have little accessibility margin for
students with visual disabilities.
5. Adaptation of the methodology in terms of
organization, didactic procedures, activities or
materials. For example, you will always need a proper
verbalization and description of everything that is
written on the board or shown in transparencies, you
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should always be able to manipulate three-dimensional
objects or models, use a rich language, etc.
6. Adaptation of the evaluation: it will be necessary
to modify, adapt or introduce techniques or
evaluation instruments different from the usual ones.
For example, it can be evaluated orally instead of the
usual written test. Sometimes, it will also be necessary
to adapt the type of exam if it contains images or
excessive text. The Spanish Law allows the possibility
to give more time for exams and general activities to
these students.
15.3.- Other curricular adaptations
They are modifications that are made from the
programming and that affect the prescriptive elements of the
official study program by modifying general objectives of
stage, basic contents of the different curricular areas and
evaluation criteria.
This type of adaptation should not be assigned to
students with visual impairment without a prior evaluation,
since he/she only has a need derived from their difficulty in
accessing the study program, and for which their
corresponding access curricular adaptation is designed.
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This type of adaptation would be appropriate in cases in
which, "in addition to sensory impairment he/she has other
linked."
They are extraordinary measures in their majority
and therefore not necessary for students with albinism and/or
visual impairment.
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Figure 37: Students who are offered access to information in
an alternative way
e
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16.- RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SPECIFIC
STIMULATION OF READING AND WRITING FOR
STUDENTS WITH ALBINISM AND/OR VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT
Literacy is one of the most important and useful
activities that people perform throughout our lives
and that acquires special relevance in early childhood,
when the educational stage begins, as the pace at
which acquire this competition will affect his/her
cognitive development and indirectly to his/her
emotional development.
The process of reading and writing begins with an
eminently perceptive process, mostly visual, consisting of
deciphering conventional graphic signs (graphemes) that
represent the sounds (phonemes) that make up the words
(signifiers), also conventional and that correspond to a
meaning.
Since we are born we constantly receive a succession of
visual stimuli that we progressively learn to interpret,
spontaneously performing exercises of visual discrimination,
such as discrimination of forms, color, details, critical
features, relationships and spatial orientation, among others.
In this way, a five-year-old boy or girl who has seen signs or
license plates every day does not know which letter or
number appears, but has learned to differentiate symbols
(Barraga, 1986, pp. 4-5) in such a way that it is able, among
several posters, to find the one that is most familiar. These
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tasks are limited from the beginning for students with low
vision. Children with congenital visual problems live in a
world of shadows and ill-defined contours that they must
learn to recognize, discriminate and interpret; also, assuming
an added difficulty as far vision is implied.
On the other hand, children with congenital visual
problems are not aware of their difficulty, since they have
always seen that way and for that reason it is logical to think
that they believe that we all see in the same way. For this
reason it will be difficult for them to demand help at the
necessary times and they will have to be induced to request
the materials or conditions that may facilitate their more
efficient use of their vision.
In general, the professionals involved in the education of
children with visual disabilities need to be clear about a series
of premises that, while relatively simple, can help students
with visual disabilities in their reading-writing learning.
Obviously, during the learning of reading and writing,
one of the abilities-faculties that play a role of greater
transcendence is to possess an adequate visual perception.
Students with low vision, therefore, will have added
difficulties to these learnings, will possess a series of
characteristics and will need access adaptations to be able to
count on possibilities of success in the learning of the readingwriting code in ink.
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Nystagmus (characteristic of students with albinism), has
long been said to negatively affect reading and reading
comprehension, as students have problems in controlling the
movement of their eyes necessary to perform saccade
movements and eye fixings, essential for reading, recognizing
words globally or changing lines. The worst reading efficiency
was always associated with the effort made, generating fatigue
quickly, losing the line of the students, damaging reading
comprehension; but professional practice has observed that
many of the students with nystagmus present a good reading
efficiency.
Diverse investigations have tried to find if
there is a relationship, looking for if there is any incidence in
speed and reading comprehension, with the existence of
nystagmus.
To date, the results obtained suggest that
nystagmus does not imply poor reading functionality,
adopting the student's adaptation mechanisms and developing
reading skills even higher than the average of students with
normal vision.(21)
During the process of learning the reading and writing
code, certain fundamental questions must be borne in mind,
which very often occur in this type of student body:
 The learning of homework requires more time (Morral,
2002, pp. 189-190) and the progress is slower than for
the rest of the classmates.
 Requires reinforcement activities.
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 Needs
more
sequencing
of
activities
(graphomotricity) than the rest of the children.
 In primary education, students achieve lower reading
speed and show a reading comprehension more deficient
(Nolan, 1966; Ochaita et al., 1988, cited in Vallés, 1999,
p. 334): they take more time to do tasks of visual
discrimination of symbols, they are lost frequently
in the printed material and the visual fatigue is
greater; consequently, they have more problems
understanding the text read, since it requires
them to have more memory and concentration
capacity than the rest of the children.
- Before starting with the reading-writing process it is
necessary to assess what sizes the students with
albinism and/or visual impairment perceive
with comfort and under what contextual
conditions.
- It is necessary to make an assessment of the visual
functionality of the student, not only to take access
measures but because it will inform us if he/she can
have fluctuations in his/her performance.
Their most frequent behaviors during reading and
writing are:
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POSTURALS
 They move their heads when they read due to the
nystagmus and their attempts to focus on the objects
in their environment by getting it (ie blocking the
Nystagmus) with oscillatory movements and unusual
positioning of the head.
 They adopt unusual postures when they read
 They often change lines when they read, even if they
use a guide
 They get very close to the text they read
 They wink or close their eyes a lot
 They lose visual efficiency after a prolonged time of
reading, due to fatigue,
 Sometimes they may show fluctuations in their visual
functioning, generating confusion in their teachers.
LECTURE-WRITER PROCESS
 Sometimes they omit or change words and letters;
perform many rotations, investments and omissions
 They tend to show difficulties in the links between
letters; their calligraphy may be poor
 They usually read the cursive letter better (Barraga,
1986, p. 47, advises that children with low vision be
taught cursive or handwriting with some
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modifications because it is easier than common
handwriting).
 They are shown as clumsy children, with few skills
related to the prerequisites to learning the readingwriting code: chopping, trimming, concept acquisition
(Frostig, Horne and Miller, 1984, p. 10)
 They can easily give up doing an activity or task when
they think it will take a lot of effort and often assume
failure in school work.
What do we think will favor visual efficiency in
reading-writing tasks?
 First, know in detail the genetic condition of
albinism and/or visual impairment and the
educational needs derived from it. Any
information on the visual functionality of the student,
the teacher must be knowledgeable to be able to
adapt the materials and resources of access to the
printed material as much as possible.
 Children with albinism and/or visual impairment must
have from the first moment optical aids
(glasses, telescopes, magnifying glasses, etc.) adapted
to their residual vision and their evolutionary
development. On the other hand, they must also
have non-optical aids that facilitate access to the ink
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code: lectern, flexo, etc. Its use should be generalized
in all school tasks that involve activities of access to
printed material.
 We must anticipate the response we are going
to give to the frequent reluctance that children
have to use these specific materials for different
reasons (apathy, neglect, acceptance problems), but
they are essential if we want to obtain visual efficiency
(Guijarro, Martínez and Matey, 1994).
 Location: pupils with visual disabilities should be
placed close to the teaching staff, we must foresee
that they do not get lost by copying from the
blackboard, when they make oral explanations or in
everyday situations that take place in the classroom,
therefore needing our personalized supervision.
 Environmental conditions: lighting is one of the
factors that can most affect the visual efficiency of
students; we have mentioned before that factors that
can significantly improve the visual efficiency in
students with albinism.
 It is very important how the books of introduction to
reading and writing are presented, you should look
for texts that have an adequate space between
lines, margins, paper quality, without
brightness and with contrasted colors.
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At present, computer technology has represented a
significant improvement in this regard.
 Students with albinism, when doing an activity, are
doing it without seeing properly so they are forced to
perform a visual overexertion to fix, discriminate a
letter or orient themselves on their worksheet, so
they usually read more slowly and fatigue after
prolonged use of vision. Therefore, they tend to be
slower than the rest of their colleagues in doing the
same tasks.
 Use materials and complementary activities
that facilitate the internalization of letters
(letters in relief, letters with paths, psychomotor
exercises of internalization of the stroke, etc)
 Children with visual problems do not usually have
beautiful spellings, but they must be readable in any
case. They usually have problems with the common
cursive, not being too strict with links.
It must be demanding in the following aspects:
- Line tracking, that is, respect to the line of
writing or line.
- Closing of letters (a, u, e ..), otherwise confusion
of comprehension of the writing will be created.
- Uniform font size.
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- Differentiation between high and low letters, that
is, discriminate between the shafts and the
droops of the letters.
- Separation between words.
- Order and cleaning of their tasks (respecting
margins and spaces).
They should be allowed to use a larger font
size than the rest of their peers, since it is a
way of extending the symbols and they usually
resort to the font size they perceive better.
 Adapt the size of the printed material to the
residual vision of the students, expanding it. You
should look for a font size that the child perceives
without difficulty and does not produce excessive
fatigue. You should take the precaution of not to
abuse of this resource, since the eye could become
accustomed to an excessively large letter size and
as the field of vision is reduced, reading
speed and comprehension decrease.
 In sporadic tasks in which the font size is
significantly reduced, such as dictionaries or map
legends, the use of manual magnifiers may be
advisable.
 Usually they have difficulties in erasing letters: they
erase a lot or a little, they have bad visuomotor
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control, as they erase the paper they get blurred
and they perceive it badly, reason why they find it
difficult to correct what they have previously done
incorrectly. Remember that they usually use softer
pencils than their peers, which makes it more
difficult to erase them.
 In those texts with drawings in which a great
profusion of visual details appear, it is
advisable to eliminate the insignificant ones.
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17.- PERSONAL AUTONOMY OF STUDENTS WITH
ALBINISM AND/OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Throughout this guide we have transmitted the
transcendence that the vision plays in learning the skills
related to the personal autonomy of all people; Many of the
behaviors that we perform more or less automatically have
progressively been incorporated into our behavioral
repertoires based on the maturational level.
Children with visual problems start from an unfavorable
situation when acquiring habits related to their personal
autonomy: the difficulty for the natural observation of models
belonging to the group of equals or adults, the effect that the
partial loss of vision suffered by people with Albinism entails
obstacles in processing, storing and retrieving information
that is used to move around.
What concrete objectives do we want them to
achieve?
- Moving in the classroom, school and playground.
- Locate school supplies.
- Use all the dependencies (dining room, toilets,
corridors, etc.)
- Participate in all activities (in the gym, break time, etc.)
- Develop self-confidence and responsibility.
- Participate in social and family activities.
- Perform self-care tasks (food, personal hygiene, etc.)
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- Collaborate in housework at home.
- Form valid and functional concepts.
There are two aspects related to personal autonomy
that must be paid attention in its development, being higher
when the visual efficiency of the student with visual disability
related to their genetic Albinism condition is lower; they are
Orientation and Mobility, and the Skills of daily life,
both related to psychomotor development (both gross and
fine).
17.1.- Previous acquisitions
A psychomotor development -gross and fine- in
students with visual disabilities are important to
achieve an independent and safe mobility, to control
their environment while developing a good self-concept.
With regard to gross psychomotricity, which involves
the use of long muscles, we are mainly interested in
postural control, since the nystagmus presented by the
majority of students with Albinism, abnormal postures of the
head to improve their vision are frequent.
A multidisciplinary intervention on postural control,
rhythm, balance, coordination, laterality is necessary in the
first stage of basic education guaranteeing a good
psychomotor development, personal autonomy and therefore
a positive self-esteem. In relation to fine psychomotricity, it
is necessary to develop skills of grasping, coordination and
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independence between fingers and hands, and manipulative
skills such as cutting with scissors and knife, tying shoelaces,
brackets, buttons, and drawing.
17.2.- Guidance and mobility
The objective is that students could move with safety,
efficiency and autonomy in their family or school
environment, both known and unknown, and have the
necessary skills to carry out daily activities in their
environment.
Orientation and mobility can be considered as a specific
objective to be included within the corresponding adaptation.
Orientation
implies
understanding
the
environment, that is, the awareness of the person's
situation in space and the ability to relate spatially between
elements of the environment.
This is achieved thanks to the information of the
senses (auditory, tactile, visual perception ...) and the
development of spatial and environmental concepts.
Mobility, or ability to move independently, safely and
effectively. It involves the learning of protection techniques
(for indoor and outdoor) and other techniques that allow the
person with visual impairment to walk in a straight line,
follow references, move around the playground, school halls,
move down the street: cross streets, use public transport,
etc...
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These two concepts of orientation and mobility are
always united.
17.3.- Daily life skills
The daily life skills are the skills we need to perform the
daily tasks of personal care, home care, social activities and
communication by using techniques of interaction with the
environment in a safe, independent and effective way. To
perform these tasks, it is necessary to acquire basic skills
related to fine and gross motor skills, conceptual and
perceptual development, etc.
The aim is to train students with severe visual
impairment to be autonomous, safe and effective in
several aspects:
Personal care (hygiene, food and clothing)
Home care (order, cleaning, sewing ...)
Preparation of food in a basic way
Training at the table (eating with cutlery and without
staining)
- Use of common materials (plugs, keys, appliances)
- Social activities (use money, make purchases)
- Communication activities (use of the telephone and
watch).
-
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17.4.- Objectives to achieve in Primary Education
 Move around simple unfamiliar exteriors, under
supervision.
 Identify garments, undress and dress and fasten buttons,
zippers, brackets...
 Wash and dry hands and body. Brush teeth and comb.
 Serve tap water.
 Sit properly on the table and know the layout of the
table's elements.
 Locate the food on the plate, use the spoon and fork
and start using the knife. Peel fruit without a knife
(banana, mandarin ...)
 Identify coins and bills.
 Make purchases in a store. Know the approximate price
of the products. Know how to buy simple products
(bread ...), deliver the right price or wait for the change.
 Help at home in simple tasks: prepare simple foods
(snacks...)
 Sort your things. Hang the coat on the hanger and order
your material at home and at school.
 Locate and identify clothes in the closet.
 Take the initiative in the bathroom without needing
external control. Know how to groom and comb.
 Use the cutlery. Serve water jug and bottles. Spread
butter. Know how to eat in self-service.
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 Collaborate in the cleaning of the house: make the bed.
Set and unset the table. Help wash the dishes and put on
dishwashers. Know where the kitchen tools are placed.
Clean shoes.
 Help to cook, start preparing simple dishes: breakfast
and snack.
 Use the phone
 Be able to identify yourself correctly (name and address)
and sign.
If the use of a cane is considered necessary:
 Take the initiative to use cane techniques, depending on
the place.
 Accept and reject, when appropriate, the occasional
guide.
 Take the initiative to use personal protection and
surface tracking techniques and know and use the
technique of recognizing interior spaces.
 Know and use the techniques to perform simple street
crossings regulated and not regulated by traffic lights.
 Move around the school center making more complex
routes that include several floors.
 Carry out routes through known spaces in which simple
street crossings are included, with total autonomy.
 Recognize and correctly use reference points in known
spaces.
 Plan the most suitable route among several possible.
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17.5.- Recommendations for the acquisition
To develop orientation-mobility and the daily life skills of
students with visual impairment related to their genetic
condition of albinism, we must act in a coordinated manner
with all the elements of their support network (schoolparents-friends) through the individualized intervention design
in which personal characteristics and needs will be addressed.
According to this, it will be necessary:
 Make an assessment of their level of personal autonomy
in all the contexts in which they relate,
 Design an individualized intervention plan with
interdisciplinary participation
 Definition of concrete objectives that will go from least
difficulty to most and in which school, family and
extracurricular resources are included. It will start from
the easiest to more complex.
 Avoid overprotection of the student; allowing students
with visual disabilities to expose themselves to situations
in which they have to implement autonomy strategies,
letting them do so.
 This, together with the use of positive reinforcements by
educators and parents, will favor the development of
feelings of security and confidence and, consequently, a
feeling of self-efficacy and positive self-esteem.
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CONCLUSIONS
In Europe, the equity inclusion of students with
specific needs in schools is one of the highest priorities in the
educational field; In this regard, it is worth noting the
progress made in the latest legislative measures and judicial
rulings that force compliance with these. These support
measures for students with special needs aim to achieve an
integration of the child in the classroom, as a step towards
their inclusion, in order to achieve the specific educational
objectives for each of the educational levels. For this, the
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teachers, in collaboration with the support staff of the center,
try to prepare or acquire support tools and adapted
materials, which overcome the main obstacles of the students
and that configure the Plan of attention to the corresponding
Diversity.
Achieving an adapted response to students with albinism
and/or visual impairment, and insofar as possible inclusive,
should always start with the early identification of their
needs; Identifying your needs as early as possible will help to
give a better and individualized educational response.
The processes of integration of these students with
special needs derived from their genetic condition and/or
visual disability in the classrooms of primary education should
lead to the full inclusion of these in equity with the rest
of their classmates, through curricular adaptations and/or
pedagogical methodologies that affect the whole class as a
whole and not only the students with, in this case, severe
visual impairment, promoted and shared by the whole of the
educational community.
It is essential an interdisciplinary and coordinated
intervention among all those involved.
This guide is the result of personal experience: it is
a compilation of information, theoretical and practical,
accumulated under the experience lived directly, both at the
family level and at an educational level, collecting and
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transmitting, sharing and discussing with other parents,
mothers and education professionals.
We think it will be useful for professionals in the field of
education who face daily in their centers the responsibility to
give answers to a diverse student body.
It can also be interesting to use it for the
elaboration of the Plan of Attention to the Diversity
characteristic of each teaching center in which
students with Albinism and/or with visual impairment
are enrolled; the measures adopted in the resulting PAD
must respond to their educational needs as quickly and as
inclusively as possible.
We have tried to develop an accessible guide, in which
both family members and educational professionals can
consult when they assume the responsibility in primary
education of a student with the genetic condition of
Albinism and/or visual disability.
For writing the guide we have used the term disability
since the great visual deficiency present to all people with the
condition of Albinism always entails a functional limitation, in
different degrees, ie disability.
We have focused on the consequences of visual
impairment related to Albinism and possible measures to
alleviate the related functional limitation and we have not
entered into the problems related to the lack of skin
pigmentation or derivatives at the social level for their
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physical appearance; This has been the case because visual
deficiency is the characteristic that more can difficult the
access to basic education in students with albinism. We do
not want this to lead to the erroneous belief that skin
protection is not important - Neither do we think that the
inclusive tutorial action plan in which the tutors will facilitate
the integration of these students should be neglected.
In compliance with our commitment to the principles of
equality we have tried to write this guide avoiding the use
of sexist language, following some of the recommendations
for the use of a non-sexist language (for the Spanish language)
proposed by UNESCO in 1991.
Although most of the graphic material has been created
by Ana Yturralde Arquiola (Ana Yturralde photographer)
under Royal Decree law 2/2018 of April 13, which modifies
the revised text of the Intellectual Property Law and by which
Spanish Directive 2014/26 / EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council of February 26, 2014, and Directive (EU)
2017/1564 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of
September 13, 2017, are incorporated into Spanish law. its
Article 31 ter. "Accessibility for people with disabilities" we
have not requested authorization from all holders of
intellectual property rights, although we refer them, as
they are of use for a non-profit-making product that is
directly related to the disability, in our case visual.
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